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TODAY:
Mostly""
cloudy.
High: 65.
Low: 50s.
SATURDAY: Showers.
High : 65 to 70. Low: 50s.
SUNDAY: Chance of
sh owers. High : 60s.

THE MURRAY STATE
December 4, 1998
Vol. 74, No. IS

Source: National Weather Service

The Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
"Alcohol I 0 I" is a computersimulated program
developed by The Century
Co uncil and the University
of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign to inform college
students of the dangers of
drinking.

Seepage

2

OpEd
Kristin Hill,
staff writer for
"The Murray
State News,"
discusses her
faith in God
and her understanding of
why certain things happen.

Seepage 5

The time is approaching for
students to begin thinking
about summer employment
or internships. The
painstaking process can be
made easier if the right steps
are taken. Look inside for
the steps to obtain a good
internship and some firsthand experiences.

8

Sports
The Murray State men's
basketball team feasted on
Arkansas-Little Rock and
Oklahoma Un~versity as it
won the IGA Superthrift
Sooner Holiday classic,
hosted by Oklahoma University last weekend.

Seepage

Faculty
oppose
fee hike

-<Jurris Center : Lack of participation has
caused the cancellation of the annual
Christmas event hosted in the Curris
Center.

•Housing: A resolution passed
by the Faculty Senate urges the
governor to utilize state money to
pay for sprinkler systems in
student housing statewide.

Bv LEEANN W1um
STAFF WRITER

8V j ENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Faculty Senate passed a resolution Tuesday stating its disapproval of
raising student fees to fund sprinklers
and calling on the governor to utilize
state money to cover the costs.
"'t is an unnecessary burden upon
students," Faculty ~enate President
Ann Landini said. "We (Faculty Senate) hope it will also be supported by
other faculty senates across the state."
The resolution asks the governor to

rodr>S'e:a increases, the following

have been calculated:
Murray State University

Please see FUNDING/14
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Hanging
of the Green
cancelled

Tobacco cost increase hits home
cents per pack. It could increase
more within the next week . The
increase was made because the
tobacco industry as a whole had to
pay 46 states sever al billion dollars.
Kentucky will receive $3.45 billion
BY LORI BURLING
over the next 25 years.
VIEWPOINT EDITOR
Although it is the tobacco industry
as a whole that is SU{lposed to be
The increased price of tobacco
supplying
this money, many farmproducts is not only hurting the
tobacco companies, but many Ken- ers and consumers feel as if they ar e
t ucky tobacco farmers and con- paying the debt.
"Because of the lower demand
sumers as well.
that
we'll have for cigarettes, it will
Because of the recent outcome of
lower
our wages and it will be as if
the lawsuit brought upon the tobacthe
tobacco
farmers and the conco industry by the states to cover
sumers
a
re
paying for the suit ;
medical-r elated probleiTlB caused by
rather
th
an
the
tobacco companies,"
tobacco products, the cost of cigarettes has increased by at least 40 Tom Willett, a tobacco farmer in

•Economy: The impact of
national lawsuits against
tobacco companies affect lives
of farmers and students.

Don't read over my shoulder

11

Please see TOBACC0/14

Board chairman questions
union's purpose, practicality
•Unionization: The Board of Regents
chairman, S id Easley, addressed Kentucky laws concerning public officials
and unionization.

TheNews Online

Check out our evolving
World W ide Web page at
www.thenews.org.
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Graves and Hickman counties, said.
He said no matter what, the
tobacco farmers will be hit by the
increase in prices. What will happen
is there will be a lower demand on
cigarettes, which will in turn force
tobacco fanners to plant a lower
amount of acreage. The lower their
acreage is, the lower their wages
will be.
"I definitely feel there will be a
negative long-term effect on the
tobacco economy and also for the
total economy. Not only this, but I
do foresee that eventually the smaller tobacco farms will be shut down
due to a lower demand of tobacco,"

Murray State students may have trouble get-•
ting in the holiday spirit this year. Hanging of
the Green has been canceled.
The ceremony has marked the initial lighting
of the tr ee in the Curris Center each holiday season.
Hanging of t he Green has had a long tradition '
on Murray State's campus. The event began in
1974. At t hat time, the ceremony was held in
Ordway Hall. Upon the completion of the Cm·ris
Center, it was moved to that facility. It was generally held on the first Sunday in December and
was free and open to the public.
"My mom and grandmother came for the past
two years," Michelle Martini, junior from Memphis, Tenn., said. "They looked forward to it
every year, and they greatly enjoyed it."
Last year, four choirs participated in Hanging
of the Green.
"I liked performing in it," Emilee Dale, junior
from Mayfield, said. "It really put me in the spirit of Christmas."
Low attendance is one reason being cited for
the break in tradition.
"Attendance has been dropping rapidly over
the past three or four years," Jim Baurer, director of the Cunis Center, said.
Baurer attributed the drop in attendance t.o
lower attendance by community members.
"rm from Murray, and I've never beeu ,''
Danielle Glover, junior from Murray, enid. "I've
always heard about it and was making plans to
go this year. I'm so disappointed it's cancelled."
"At t he time Hanging of the Green started,
there were few Christmas programs in Murray,"
Baurcr said. "Every church has a Christmas celebration now that community members attend."
Baurer also said the choral groups had too
many engagements during the week prior to
finals to participate in Hanging of the Green. He
said choir s tudents are preparing for the Renaissance Feaste's madrigal dinner this year.

Danny VoweiVThe Ne·ws

David Dennis, junio r, and Amanda Haney, junior, perform
a scene as part of the Studio Theater Festival Wednesday
night in Wilson Hall.

employees do not have the right to strike or
engage in concerted work stoppages.
In a memo to Regents members dated Oct.
30, Easley stated the Board has the authority
to enter into a discussion with any group of
employees,
whether they be union or not, to
BY DENISE HIGGINS
discuss
wages,
hours and working conditions;
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
however, the commonwealth docs not grant
Terry Strieter, chairman of the Murray the Board authority to enter into an agreeAlliance of College Educators, said the group ment recognizing a union as the exclusive repwill announce a convention with MACE repre- resentative of all employees, even if a majority of the employees are members of that
sentatives by mid-January.
"We are getting a union," Strieter said. "We union.
Strieter countered Easley's argument by
h ave our numbers. It would be better (for the
saying
there were ways around the .Board
University) to deal with it rather than prenegotiating
directly with a union. The Board
tend it didn't exist."
can
hire
an
advocate or lawyer to negotiate
At its meeting today, Strieter said the Board
with
the
union.
will probably decide to not deal with the facAlthough Easley said he had never heard of
ulty. He compared the situation to a similar
such
arrangements, Strieter said similar situone at Southern Illinois University at Carbonations
can be found at Paducah Community
dale. The administration there refused to
College
and at other universities.
work with the faculty for two years, but evenAccording
to the memo, "In an academic settually had to deal with them.
He projected the same thing will happen ting, one could envision one or more colleges,
or perhaps departments, either individually,
here.
"It would be better if the Board would be or in concert, forming unions or simply associmore willing to wor.k with the union," Strieter ating as a group demanding recognition.
"The inability to strike coupled with the consaid. "We just hope the Board will be open and
fl exible in dealing with us. We are not looking fusion over the unions' ability to represent its
for confrontation. We are looking for dia- memberships seriously limits public employlogue."
ee's unions' effectiveness in Kentucky."
Strieter said both·the faculty and UniversiStrieter said the faculty's ba rgaining power
ty could benefit from the union. By making str etches beyond the unlikely threat of a
t he faculty handbook's concept of shared strike because most of the faculty go above
authority an integral goal of the University, and beyond the call of duty already and could
Strieter thinks the University can better ser- choose to no longer do so.
vice students.
"I can't imagine that it would ever come to
But Sid Easley, chairman of the Board of that," Strieter said. "There is too many other
Regents, said he saw no reason for the faculty things the administration wants us to do for
to unionize. Upon researching Kentucky's col- them . This university cannot run without the
lective bar gaining laws, he found public faculty."
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Students
desire
access
to RSEC

News Briejs·
Santa Claus will
welcome children

at holiday party
The · University staff
invites all children of MSU
employees to a Christmas
holiday party, featuring
Santa Claus, games and
•
prizes.
The party will be held
Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the Curris Center Domino's. A photographer will
be available and kids of all
ages are invited to come.

•Facility: Students are
concerned with the lack of
access to many of the facilities in the newly
completed RSEC.
BY D ONALD LAWSO N
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Search on for next
Miss Kentucky Teen
All females between the
ages of 13 and 19 as of july
I I are invited to participate in the 1999 Miss Kentucky Teen Competition in
Evansville, Ind., on March
6.
Contestants will be
judged in personal interview,
swimwear
and
evening wear competitions. There is no talent
competition. The winner
will represent Kentucky in
The National Miss United
States Teen Competition in
Tampa, Fla.
For more information or
to receive an application,
contact Miss Kentucky
Teen Pageant at (812) 481 1032 or write to Miss Kentucky Teen Pageant. 766
University Drive, jasper,
Ind., 47546. All applications
must be received by 'jan.

15.

Great Books leader
training to be held
The Great Books Foundation Basic Learning
Training Course will be
offered at Murray State on
Feb. 8 from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Wells Hall
Regents Room and Feb. 9
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
the Curris Center Ohio
Room.
The two-day training
course will teach attendees
how to lead Junior Great
Books discussion groups
incorporate
the
and
Shared Inquiry Method in
the classroom. This event
is open to all educators in
the region, including gifted
program coordinators.
The Junior Great Books
program encourages students to use readlng, writing and discussion skills
when examining great
works of literature. The
t raining cou rse shows
teachers how to use openended questioning to help
students find t heir own
meaning of literature.
The basic leader-training
course is $99 per person
and all those registered
before Jan. 22 will receive
selected free Junior Great
Books training materials.
To register, phone the
Great Bo oks Foundation at
1-800-222-5870 fro m 8
a.m. to 6 p.m.
BriefS compiled by Heather

Martin, staff writer.

Computer images by The Century Council

..Alcohol I 0 I," a CD-ROM program, lets users scan a party, meet some of the guests and hear their stories about why t hey came
to the party. The program give s scenarios o n date rape, alcohol poisoning and alcohol abso rption in a set num be r of hou rs.

Party gives lessons on drinking
Dies." Clicking on any of these headlines
brings up video testimony from college
students based on real alcohol tragedies.
The rave room has spinning pictures of
different objects, varying from the word
"sex" to pictures of toilets. Upon choosing
BY LEEANN WILLEn
one of those objects, textual information
STAFF WRITfR
about alcohol is put on the screen. Infor·
A group of friends are playing the c) as·
mation covers topics such as reasons
sic drinking game Quarters, a guy and a
drinking causes one to vomit and the use
girl are "hooking up," and two friends are
of rohypnol, the date rape drug.
arguing about whether or not one is sober
The television set at the party features
enough to drive home.
an experiment concerning body size,
Does this sound like a typical party
blood alcohol content and reaction time.
scene for a college student? All three of
Three students drink wine, beer or a
these situations are scenarios that are Nonn, a lava lamp, guides program users mixed drink of rum and coke while a
illustrated on the CD·ROM "Alcohol iOl." through the simulated party.
retired police captain tests their BAC
This interactive computer program was
with
a breathalyzer and reaction time
recently added to Murray State's campus use their mouse to see how the same alco- with a brake simulator.
via Health Services. The program is hol affects friends with different body
If the participant decides to get behind
installed on seven computers in the types.
the
wheel after drinking, "My First DUI"
"' think it i& very good in the essence
Applied Science lab. There are plans to
gives him an idea of the procedures and
install the program in the residential col- that it lets you choose your own con- costs of.being convicted of driving under
science,"
Maria
Locklear,
senior
from
lege labs wh en they are completed.
the influence.
"Alcohol 101" is personalized for indi- Edgewood, said. "And it lets you see the . Upon exiting the program, users can
vidual participants. The program allows a consequences of choosing poorly."
The interactive video scenarios illus- print out what portions of the program
student to enter his or her name, age,
they have seen. This printout can be used
gender and weight. The age information trate guests at the party and their differfor proof of participation for the MSU
then triggers a warning about underage ent attitudes about alcohol. Participants
Wellness
Card program, Lyle said. Other
drinking or providing alcohol to minors. are allowed to make decisions for the
available
printed documents are informaThe gender and weight information is characters. Unlike real life, any decision
tional
documents
such as "Handling a
can be changed by the click of a mouse.
used to calculate blood alcohol content.
Medical
Emergency"
and "Top 10 Ways to
"You can change your mind and see the
All of the parts of the program are conTUrn
Down
a
Drink."
consequences," Judy Lyle, health educatained in the virtual party scene.
"With so many alcohol related deaths,
Students are led to the virtual bar in tor, said.
this
is a way to start educating people,"
There
are
also
20
trivia
questions
that
the beginning of the program. There are
Lyle
said.
are
activated
by
clicking
on
objects
in
the
twelve drinks to choose from in the bar.
Lyle
said she hopes to do programs with
party.
Norm,
a
lava
lamp
and
host
of
the
There are both alcoholic and non-alcofraternities
and sororities. Earlier in the
program,
presents
questions
about
alcoholic beverages to drink. There are three.
hol in a multiple choice format. The ques- semester, she demonstrated the program
drinking speeds, slam, drink and sip.
After each drink there is an estimated tions are styled in a similar format as in a for Alcohol Awareness Week in the Curris
Center.
blood alcohol content level. Physical game show.
"I believe it would be a great game for a
To
t
he
left
of
the
virtual
bar,
the
reality
effects felt after consuming the beverages
fraternity
to use as a risk management
wall
flashes
headlines
such
as
''Student
are flashed on the screen. A countdown
tool/'
Matt
Clayton, junior from Hayti,
Crashes
Car,"
"Sexual
Assault
Charged,
clock shows the estimated time to burn
Alcohol
Involved"
Mo.,
said.
and
"College
Student
the alcohol consumed. Then, students can

•Alcohol: A program developed by
The Century Council informs college
students of the dangers of drinking
at a simulated party.

Trial date
fo.r ced
back
STAFF REPORT

Pretrial conferences concerning the Sept. 18 Hester
fire, originally scheduled for
Nov. 23, were moved to Dec.
14.
Commonwealth Attorney
Mike Ward, who will prosecute the case, asked Circuit
Judge Dennis Foust for an
extension because the complexity of the case involving
seven defendants with so
much evidence.
Ward wil1 have to be prepared to outline his case by
Dec. 14. The discovery
process, which involves prosecution and defense attorneys sharing evidence they
plan to use in the trial, must
be complete by Jan. 1.
Foust also scheduled hearings on Jan. 25 for any of the
defendants who want separate trials. He may also set a
trial date or dates that day.
All seven of the defendants
have posted bond and are
now out of jail.

Student concern about the
availability and use of the
Regional Special Events Center was one of the discussions
at a recent SGA meeting.
Student Government Association President Todd Earwood
raised many concerns from
students about the availability
of RSEC. One of t he biggest
issues was the use of the
RSEC's track for running and
walking. Earwood said he met
with Jim Carter, RSEC director, about the problems to set
up a plan when students could
use it.
"It was my understanding
that we would have access,"
Earwood said. "The main concern was when students could
use it to run and walk.
"One concern an SGA member made was why can 8,000
spectators watch a basketball
game and a few people can't
run or walk."
Earwood said the reason the
facility has not been open to
students is because minor
work is still being completed
and both basketball teams use
the facility from 2:30 to 8 p.m.
"I think students should use
the facility in the morning and
at night," Earwood said.
Carter said he has discussed
the walking and running issue
with RSEC Manager Shelley
Todd, who will soon put out a
walking and running schedule
for students. Carter also
attributed the delay of opening
the facility to the continuing
construction.
"Several fmishing touches
have been going on in the
building," Carter said. "Now
that we've got this stuff behind
us, the next recreational opportunity will be intramural basketball."
Carter said with the current
basketball season, it is difficult
to schedule open recreation
time for students.
"We're trying to work out
open recreation time," Carter
said. "Right now, it is set up for
basketball With practice, it is
difficult to work around."

Council unaware of location changes
"A year ago the KCTCS board to the school, it was for one
by resolution said the MSU building.
The president of
"We then heard Murray State
building must go on HCC propthe University is
erty of the University of Ken- needed more room," she said.
working to
tucky," he said. "This is our "It was a Murray State decision
establish a facility
building, and it needs to be on that the building was not going
at Hopkinsville
our
property where it can be to be built at HCC. It does seem
Community
BY C HRISTINE H ALL
expandable."
sensible if the project has
College.
NEWS EDITOR
The new location was chosen grown."
She said the school is looking
The envisioned West Ken- ment services for the CPE, said after demographih were examforward
to the influence of
the
agency
knew
about
the
legined.
tucky Regional Center has not
"It
makes
good
sense
to
put
islation,
but
not
about
the
largMurray
State
on its campus.
been approved by the Kentucky
er
plans.
an access tacitly with the popu"We think it is a positive pro·
Community and Technical Col"We weren't aware of the lation," Alexander said. "Most ject," she said. "Wonderful
lege System, but at a board
meeting held Thursday, the larger plans," she said. "A of the people are from Hop· things are sure to come out of
House bill signed in 1997 gave kinsville south, not north."
it."
issue was lo be discussed.
the
KCTCS
control
over
the
Alexander
said
since
the
proOne of the advantages of the
The original plan for the $6.6
day-to-day
governance
of
the
posal
is
still
under
construcnew
facility wi11 be to give stumillion facility was for it to be
community
colleges."
tion,
no
permanent
opinions
dents
living in Hopkinsville the
built on the campus of HopGordon
Davies,
president
of
should
be
made.
opportunity
to continue their
kinsville Community College,
the
CPE,
said
before
the
agency
"We
haven't
asked
for
anotheducation.
but Murray State drafted a
can do anything, there must be er building," he said. "They do
"Most of the stude nts here
new plan to build on the south
a mutual agreement between not have to approve our aspira- are non-traditional," Soyars
end ofthe town instead to leave
KCTCS and Murray State.
tions now. The CPE should not said. "They are working and
room for expansion. The deci"The R-egional Postsecondary have responded as they did."
have families and are just not
sion was approved by a comEducation Center was supDennis Talby, director of able to continue."
mittee made of the heads of the posed to be in cooperation
John Yates, dean of the Censchool system in Christian between the KCTCS and Mur- public relations for the CPE.
County as well as other ray State," Davies said. "Until said it is unknown if the project ter for Continuing Education at
experts.
a letter is signed by the presi- will be supported by the Murray State, said the new
plans would benefit the largest
The Council on Postsec- dents of both, nothing hap- agency.
"Unless all parties agree, it group of people.
ondary Education, the agency pens."
"We ought to think longthat oversees the operations of
Kern Alexander, president of will not be supported," he said.
term," he said. "All of the
educational facilities, was the Uruversity, said the reason "That has not happened yet."
unaware of the new change.
Jeanne Soyars, advisory arrows pointed to t he south,
for the change in location was
Debbie McGuffey, director of to meet the needs of the facili- board chair for HCC, said when and it is a favorable location for
communications and govern- ty.
the proposal was first brought trying to build."

•Proposal: A meeting held
Thursday
may
have
cleared up a misconception
about the West Kentucky
Regional Center.

Kern
Alexander:

I
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SGA wants change in computer labs
•Computers: SGA has
written a resolution for the
academic computer labs on
campus.
BY LEE RETZLAF
STAFF WRITtR

By a unanimous vote, the
Student Government Association has passed a resolution
decrying the condition of the
computer labs at Murray State.
The resolution, passed Nov.

11, states every computer on
campus should be equipped
with the same computer program. Every computer in the
Applied Science Building
should be equipped with word
processing, Internet access, email and printing capabilities.
The breakdown of any computer should be "viewed as a
high priority, and repaired
immediately," according to the
resolution.
The resolution also calls for
more computers and lab space

in Faculty Hall, the Business
Building an d each residential
college.
Brandon Kirkham, SGA secretary, drafted the resolution.
He said the comp uter labs on
campus h ave been a constant
area of complaint from students.
"The computers have been
the. number one source of complaints from students to SGA
this year," Kirkham said.
SGA President Todd Earwood said the topic of comput-

ers not wor kin g in labs has
arisen in almost every meeting.
He said attention n eeds to be
shown to the labs.
"Passing a resolution is a
good way of bringing attention
to a topic," Earwood said.
Copies of th e resolution were
passed to University President
Kern Alexander, Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson,
interim-Provost
Gary Brockway and media outlets at the University to raise
awareness of the issue.

Plan reveals goals to improve education
•Education: A new plan is being
developed to spell out the goals
Murray State has for improving
education.
BY G REG STARK
STAFF WRITER

An update of the University's Strategic
Plan, one and one-half years in the making, may become a ftnal draft by January
1999, Marian Posey, strategic planning
chair, said.
The plan consists of the following six
goals to improve the quality of the educational experience at Murray State:
•Continue to increase the quality of the
baccalaureate experience at MSU, to max·
imize the students' educational and personal development.
• Continue to ensure a diverse student
body, faculty and staff and foster a university community that values diversity.
• Prepare students to function in An
increasingly interdependent world by making a commitment to international education as an integral dimension of the university experience.
• Provide regional educational leadership, public service, graduate education
and research that are appropriate to the
mission of the University.
.
• Manage resources strategically to fulfill
the mission of the University.
• Support 'and enhance the effectiveness

''we tried to update it
with new materials that it
needed to include and
keep some of the things
involved in Murray State's
mission .' '
STRATEGIC PlAl'fl'Ol'IO CHAIR

and professional vitality of faculty and
staff.
Posey said the next step is to take the
plan to the administration for consideration.
"I didn't develop it myself,• she said.
"There is a group of 25 people that developed it over a year and a half. After we
make revisions involving faculty, staff and
students, we will take it to the president
and vice president. If they approve it, then
it will go to the Regents."
Posey said the time has come for an
update of the plan.
"Murray has long had a practice of having strategic plans," she said. "The time
had come to develop a new one. I suggested to (former University provost James)
Booth that it was time to develop a new
strategic plan. We tried to update it with
new materials that it needed to include

and keep some of the things involved in
Murray State's mission."
Gary Brockway, interim provost, said
everybody on the committee is still
involved in the plan because it is only in its
early stages.
"Everybody is really involved in t he plan
because it is a draft," he said. "One of the
things we a re doing at th is time is we are
asking for feedback from ou r constituents.
We have sent copies to all th e faculty
chairs, and we are waiting for their
response. It is still a working document."
Brockway said there has been a great
amount of feedback during the reworking
of th e document.
"As an example of some of our feedback,
one of our committees thought we needed
work in one of the areas as far as research.
I think the committee has put in a tremendous amount of hard work. They have put
in a lot of time for the University to succeed."
An abbreviated version of the proposed
plan is listed on the Mu rray State website.
Posey said the reason for the shortened
version was because the committee feared
people would not read th e whole document
on the Internet.
"We were afraid that people would get
bogged down in details, so we put an
abbreviated version on the Web," she said.
The version on the Internet lists only the
objectives of the Strategic Plan, but the full
text of the proposed draft is currently 14
pages.

PoliceBeat
Nov. 19, 1998
7:02 p.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Franklin Col:·
lege for a malfunction of the first floor smoke detector. Four students were .
written up by Housing for not evacuating.
..

-

Nov. 20, 1998
3:03 a.m. A window was reported broken in Richmond College .
Room.124. The resident, Seldon Dixon Ill, was arrested for alcohol intox.' ·
lcatlon, disorderly conduct and assault on a police officer. He was lcidged •;
in the Calloway County Detention Center.
8:52 p.m. A citation was issued to Colleen Anderson of Murray for an _
expired license plate and no proof of insurance.
.:

,_.

Nov. 23, 1998
10:10 a.m. Allen Sheckell reported the theft of his fire-fighting gear from
his truck while parked behind Richmond College. The equipment was in a red bag.
5:14p.m. Natalie Boldrick reported the theft of her purse from the Business Building computer lab.
6:22 p.m. Sylvia Barrett reported her vehicle being scratched while · J
parked on 15th Street near Wilson Hall.
8:50 p.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Franklin Col- '
lege after a baseball hit a smoke detector on the third floor.
:
Nov. 24, 1998
10:33 a.m. Several campus buildings reported a power outage.
3:53 p.m. A citation was issued to Matthew I. Fletcher for no Insurance,
reckless driving and an expired operator's license.
..,
9:69 p.m. John Osting reported the theft of several blank checks from his
vehicle while parked on the west side of Stewart Stadium. Several checks
had already been cashed In Murray and Mayfield.
10:46 p.m. A citation was issued to James A. Mauzy Jr. for two counts of ••
disregarding a stop sign and no registration receipt.
'
·'
Nov. 29, 1998
~.
8:28 p.m. The Med-0-Vac helicopter landed at Stewart Stadium to transport a patient and requested lights be turned on.
..'I

Nov. 30, 1998
·~
1:52 p.m. Bree Gillman reported her vehicle vandalized while parked near
Springer College. The driver's side rear window was broken and the door ·-.
was open. Nothing was missing.
. ..
4:36p.m. There was an auto accident at Waldrop and Chestnut streets...
One person complained of arm injury, but refused treatment of EMS.
-

......

Dec. 1,1998
,;
10:03 a.m. Michelle Ratliff reported her bicycle taken from the Blackburn
Science area. It is a green Huffy 10-speed.
· t.:
12:26 p.m. There was an auto accident on 16th and Olive streets. No f
injuries were reported.
,
4:52 p.m. There was a domestic problem reported near Richmond College.
-; •
7:00p.m. A resident of Springer College reported being harassed via e-.})
mall.
•

.'1I

Racer Escorts - 21

Motorist Aaalsta - 9

'J

Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Christine HaJ{J
news editor, from fr!~Jferials available from the Public
offiCe: • ·, 1 '
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Ford Authorized Rental
Vehicles cars to vans

Proudy announce our l\lewly
Initiated Brothers

. Requirements
At least 2 1 years of·age, valid drivers license.
"Major credit cards"
local Pickup ayaiJable

Parker Pord Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main st.
Downtown Murray
751 · 5271 Ask for wade

ffl C R Books & Music
•

All COs and Tapes
•
1n stock 10% off

• Get a FREE Derek Somerville

Last Parade CD with any
purchase of $25 or more
(While supplies lost.)
Hwy. 641 N .
1307 N. 12th St.
753-READ (7 323)

Joe Wagner

ViewPoint
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RSEC benefits all students, not just athletes

Q•

Many students are probably wondering when Murray State University's grand palace, the Regional Special Events Center, is going to benefit Issue: The RSEC building
them, the time has come to stop won- benefits all students•
dering.
The RSEC building will be open for Position: Students should
all students around the beginning of
the new year. The reason the facility take advantage of the
is not open to all students right now is facility.
because the modeling behind th e
scenes is not completely finished. building will offer a track for running
Most of it is technical stuff, but the or walking purposes and a weight
plan is to have the facility open to stu- room.
We are encouraging all students to
dents sometime next semester.
Coming soon to students will be a take advantage of this fme facility.
schedule of when students will be Some of our student activities fees
allowed to utilize the structure. The paid for part of the facility, so we

What is your favorite

book and why?

.J

•

·• Name: Traci
Richer son

Major:
Elementary
Education
Year: Senior

Hometown:
Murray

'An Isolated Affair• because
It's a mystery."

u

Name: Chris
Major: Political

ONLY AWPW5

Science
Year: Junior

,•

Hometown:

\

.
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'Social Revolu,
tlon' because it shows ways in
which society can address its
problems and solve the m ."
u

might as well use it.
Carr Health should have been
remodeled, the money was there but
the administration put it, once again,
low on the priority list. The Wellness
Center does not look promising. By
default, the students have an immaculate track, and should walk their
miles to get their money's worth. To
put it simply, the sole purpose for the
RSEC building was to benefit students and the University.
Although we realize many students
may not understand the RSEC building is for us, we are here to tell them
it is. Right now it seems as if only
Murray State athletes are allowed to
use the facilities, but soon everyone

will be allowed. They will be holding
intramural basketball games in the
building. The tennis courts will probably not be used until after basketball
season, but the facility is going to be
for us.
The RSEC building will give us
almost everything we always wanted
in Carr Health, a nice track, a safe
environment, a weight room that
actually works and better courts. If
students do not use the new facility
and keep demanding more, then all of
our efforts in trying to help Carr
Health will be forgotten. In order to
get better facilities, we have to use the
ones we are given, so appreciate what
has been given to us, and use it.
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Name: Steven

'I

~

Smith

\

~

'~

Major: Biology
, and Chemistry
Year: Senior

1

l

Hometown:

•

Marshall County

} : "The Bible
' because it's t he only divinely
I i inspired book."

l
I.
f .

i~ 1, --~-----------Name: Fang Yang
' MaJor:
.

Organizational
C ommunication
Year: Graduate
Student

Face your fears; it does wonders for soul

Hometown:
China

" 'The Dream of Red Mansion'
because it's a very well written
' novel."

rve never been one to be good at
public speaking in a classroom. I just
don't have the talent many people
have when it comes to public speak= · ......................... .. . ing. In fact, when it comes to speaking
~
in front of a classroom, I would say it
' Name: Amanda
probably ranks up there with my ultiEvans
mate fear of snakes. I don't underMajor:
stand why this is. I have given many
Psychology
speeches in front of crowd.s of as many
as 300 people, but when it comes to
Year: Sophomore
being graded on a presentation, I just
Hometown:
freeze up.
Madisonville
Although I must admit, I faced my
" 'A Streetcar
fear Tuesday morning. I had to. I gave
Named Desire' because it's a
a presentation in one of my classes. It
was the first classroom presentation 1
classic and I really like the

of excuses were running through my
head, trying to get me out of the presentation. It was ridiculous.
Finally, 1 held my head high and
LORI
began my speech. To my surprise, it
wasn't that bad. Yes, I was still
B URLING
extremely nervous, but once I started
talking, and I was confident in the
material I was presenting, I was OK
I'm sure I still sounded nervous to my
audience, but you know what? I faced
have given since my junior year of my fear.
I cannot tell you the joy I felt when I
high school. (I'm now a senior here,)
Let me tell you, the knees were walked out of that classroom. I walked
knockin'. It was the longest walk of my around on cloud nine for the rest of the
life up to the podium. I didn't think I day. I wasn't even concerned about the
was going to make it at first. All kinds grade I will receive, but instead I was

My View

focused on the simple fact I presented
the material, and I didn't pass out
during the middle of it. Although I
faced this fear, I still don't understand
why I have it.
Anyway, my point is everybody can
face their fears (unless it's snakes.) I
would like to challenge every pen;on
on this campus to face one of their
fears, as long . as it's not dangerous,
before the new year. I. promise once
you do, you'll be more proud of yourself than you ever have been before.

Lori Burling is the viewpoint editor for
"The Murray State News."
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Your l'iezus
Cr isp Center brings
b en e fits to many

Correction made
to previous letter

are blocked."
It could also read: In 1991
secret government memoa
To the Editor:
To the Editor:
randum
was exposed by U.N.
As the holder of two degrees
I appreciate you printing
Special
Representative
from Murray State, I was sur- my letter about the human
Renaldo
Galindo
Pohl which
prised by your recent editori- rights abuses in Iran. There
stated
the
Iranian
governal on classes offered at the was, however, one paragraph
ment's
intention
to
deal
with
Crisp Center in Paducah. whose meaning was signifiIran's
Baha'i
community
"in
These allow place-bound stu- cantly changed as it was editsuch
a
way
that
their
dents in this area to complete ed and printed.
upper division courses over a
The fifth paragraph as it progress and development
three-year period that would was printed read: Closure of are blocked." Closure of the
take two on campus, but meet the BIHE is the latest act in a B1HE is the latest act in a
a special need not otherwise series of measures taken by series of measures taken by
filled. It is my understanding U.N. Special Representative this government to fulfill its
that is a part of the mission of Renaldo Galindo Pohl to deal intention.
a regional university. What with Iran's Baha'i community
you suggest, to offer only gen- "in such a way that their Lea Gentile
eral education courses at the progress and development Adjunct professor, department of health education and
lower division level, would be are blocked."
physical recreation
a useless duplication of coursIt should read: Closure of
es already available. This is the BIHE is the latest act in a
not a part of the mission of a series of measures taken by Student gives thanks
regional university. The pre- the Iranian government in its to welfare recipient
sent approach broadens the attempt, as stated in a secret To the Editor:
service of MSU. One should 1991 government memoranI would like to thank Toni
remember MSU is not to dum exposed by U.N. Special Fruia for the courage it took
serve only those on campus at Representative
Renaldo to admit she is a welfare
Murray.
Galindo Pohl, to deal with recipient. As a single mother
Iran's Baha'i community "in student recipient, I can vouch
John E. L. Robertson
such a way that their for the embarrassment and
Paducah Community College progress and development stereotypes attached to wel-

fare. The majority of recipients do work, but they are
employed in part-time, below
living wage jobs. Statistics
show approximately half of
recipients do not have a high
school diploma or GED level
education.
An issue that was neglected
was the 1996 welfare reform
now only allows recipients one
year of training or education
with concurrent employment
(in Kentucky>. After that one
year, the requirement is 25
hours per week employment
in addition to full-time enrollment in college or training.
Shortly after the year 2000, it
will go up to 30 hours per
week.
Fruia is fortunate to have
been able to have spent time
in civic activities and with her
child. I have worked the
entire time I have been in
school. I have lost a lot of time
with my son trying to attend
class, do homework and meet
the work requirements.
For student recipients, college education is seemingly no
longer an acceptable "activity." The current focus is on
work, not education. Recipi-

ents with remedial level educations will be hit the hardest.
What job will get them off
welfare with their current
skills? They will become the
working poor.
I feel as a college graduate
(BSW) I will be prepared to
enter the work force and not
only contribute to society, but
be free of welfare, forever.
Education has been shown
over and over to be. a worthwhile investment. Why not
invest in the educations of
recipients to end their "dependency?"
Postsecondary education is
now seen as a disincentive to
work (for recipients). It is
being discouraged (for recipients) because the economy is
good. Welfare offices will push
education when jobs are
scarce, but not until then. The
result? The working poor will
continue to barely meet the
poverty line.
Jennifer L. Grentzer
Senior
Social Work Program
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Enjoy life, disrega·rd sexist comments
Since the topic of supposed sexist
bashing has been run into the ground
as oflate, I figured I would give it one
last kick in the groin. I, being a member of the male sex, find peculiar and
annoying qualities of both sexes. But
since those possessed by the female
sex have previously been exposed in
an article by Robert Brown, I'll take
my turn with my very own sex; the
males.
He's an interesting creature. He
proceeds through his days wandering
the vast lnnds ofthis earth, only concentrating on such things as sleep,
food, beer and sex. The natural
instincts of men, since they are
hunters, forces them to seek out this
that their minds desire and scavenge

and peer seems to have found a "better catch." This once again enrages
In My
the flames of his almighty quest and
Opin iull
the same process takes place again
until he retreats back in defeat, or if
lucky, in success to watch football or
kYLE
wrestling while drinking beer.
SHADOAN
What I have just stated has probably been the most degrading and
stereotypical insight ever made. Of
course at this point women are most
the wretched jungle for any piece of likely screaming cries of "Finally, a
"meat" they might stumble upon. man who understands," or "Men are
They bring this prize possession assholes," while guys are either sayhome and flaunt it in the face of their ing "Uh, that's me," or "Why are men
peers, who marvel at the champion's portrayed like this?"
Well, another thought just occurred
trophy. They indulge themselves
to
me. Females, gathering type that
fruitfully in what they now possess
they
are, would rummage through
and stay content until their neighbor

Student critiques
meaning of classic
movies of our time
With the recent play "Jesus Christ Superstar"
now completed and evidently a success according to the reviews, I begin to wonder about the
basis for the play.
It would seem that the best plays and movies.
are those based on tried and true stories and
legends that have been around fo:r centuries.
Each production is someone's way of trying to
retell or capture the story in a new way. "West
Side Story" is a remake of "Romeo and Juliet,"
"Roxanne" is a movie based on "Cyrano de Bergerac" and the many famed Disney .movies are
mostly all old stories \vith a new semblance and
have theme songs sung by Pebo Bryson.
Yet what is it that makes the::~e stories so
enduring that we te11 them over and over and
never tire of them? "Cyrano de Bergerac" is the
story of one man and his quest for love. Robinhood is the brave hero who stands for justice in
an unjust world; "'A Bug's Life" is the story of ...
what is "A Bug's Life" the story of? "Aladdin" is
a story of a boy who goes from rag~ to nches and
"Jesus Christ Superstar" is the story of.... what?
What makes this story enduring? He was a
famous teacher? True, but so was Socrates and
Plato and you don't see Pebo Bryson singing a
theme song for their movie. He was a nice man?
Yes, but so was the old man who used to give me
ice cream when I was a kid. There are a lot of
nice people, but that won't get you a story.
Try talking to a producer about that. "What's
the play about?" he says. "It's about a nice man."
That won't get you far in the theater. "Well, he
dies at the end." So does everyone. So what?
What is it then that made this story pass down
through the centuries. What made it so famous?
Simply this: not that there was once upon a time
a nice teacher that died, but that this dead fellow, a few days later, got up and walked around.
Not only that, but he went back to see his old
pals, the disciples, and spent time chillin' with
the gang. In the book of John, He even showed
up at a fishing trip and they had a grand ol'
time.

the goods which they grow, throwing
away any "weeds" that might accidental1y stumble into the way. They
use their natural instincts to make
the best decisions according to the
standards they have set. They use
their first judgment and read into
every possibility which could arise in
the planting and picking they take
pS{t in.
Well, I ask, does the female not
encourage what she brings into her
neck of the woods? Don't tell me that
the desires aren't the same. We all,
male or female, desire sleep, food,
beer (or some sort of beverage) and
shall I dare say it? Sex. So why is it
"puppy dogs and ice cream" talk gets
you nothing more than, "Oh, you're a

NE.W fLOOR IN SPARKS :
~ 5000

nice guy. I'm glad we're friends." Do
you have to be some sort of macho
hero who has the best batting average? Docs the all-powerful male force
his superior skiBa and.ideas onto the
female, or does the aU-knowing
female set every standard the same
and flle them in accordingly? Who
knows? I don't think anyone really
does. I sure don't; I'm just asking.
But I do know one thing. It is
absolutely ridiculous to get all
offended and riled up over who does
what when it really doesn't matter.
Just enjoy life and the people around
you.

Kyle Shadoan is a contributing writer
for "The Murray State News."'

SEVERAL UN~UStO St\1DDL BU9E9
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In My
Opinion
Chris
Carver

ONE s:t:Cl<-A£9
RELATIONSH IP

WrTH THE s~ oE. TREE
CAPTURE.U ON VTDED :.
This is what makes t he story so enduring, that
a dead man came back to life and went to see his
pals. That is what has made the story last so
long and become so famous. Yet, this is the part
of the story that is so often neglected.
There is another difference. Unlike Cyrano,
this Jesus person is a real dude. It's in the history books.
So what about the story, the main theme, its
claim to fame? Is it true? If it isn't, then how did
this Jesus person get so famous? It certainly is a
thought-provoking question worth asking. If a
dead dude really did come back to life then
wouldn't that make this the most important
story of all? And wouldn't it be worth more of
your time and attention? After all, when a story
is important you give it greater time and attention.
After all, how many times did you see "Titanic?"
My key emphasis is what C.S. Lewis said, that
if the story of Christ is not true then it is of no
importance (just another idea for an animated
movie) yet if the story of Christ is true then it is
of the utmost importance. Yet, we often treat it
like any other story, as if it were an equal to
"Snow White" or "Cinderella." With the realization, it is important for you to decide what view
to give credence to.

l1-JERE ARE 5oME. T~INB-5 MoNEY CAN'T 8u'(.
foR EVt.R YTHIN& E-LSE. T1-\E.RE 's

B309 0~20
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Chris Caruer is a senior organizational communication major from Paducah.
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Belief 1n God leads student on right path
There are times in my life when I
feel like nothing could bring me down;
then there are times. usually more
rare, when I feel totally broken. Both
feelings are good in their own
respects, but are different to deal
with.
When life is going as well as it ever
could, it is easy to rejoice in the blessings that God gives me. I can praise
him for answering prayers, supplying
the obvious needs and just being my
Savior. I have learned lately, though,
I should worship God in everything,
despite h~w I feel.
"Worship is giving God the best that
He has given you," is a definition I
found in "My Utmost for His Highest"
by Oswald Chambers.
The simple fact is that God will use
everything, the good and bad, the joys
and the struggles, whether I realize it
at the moment or not. This feeling of
brokenness I have experienced recently is from wanting to structure and
organize my life like I want it, like I
see fit. The truth is God has a plan for
my life, whether I know it or not. It
will be revealed and ultimately I will
experience God's joy and He will be

..._.._,

-x

I just don't see how you are going to do
this?' This is a sure sign that we are
In My
not worshiping. When we lose sight of
()pinJCJil
God, we become hard and dogmatic.
We throw our petitions at His throne
and dictate to Him what we want Him
Kristin
to do. We don't worship God, nor do we
Hill
seek to conform our ininds to the mind
of Christ. And if we are hard toward
God, we will be hard toward other people."
Maybe I should not ignore God's
Spirit, and rather say, God was speakglorified.
So. why do I question His purpose ing personally and directly to me
for my life and each of its situations? through something Oswald Chambers
Because I am human and God builds just happened to write.
To worship is to lead a lifestyle of
my character through struggles.
complete
surrender to God. This is a
There is a lot of comfort in Romans
for myself, for worship to
goal
I
have
5:3-4, which says, "...we rejoice in our
and not an activity I
become
a
lifestyle
sufferings, because we know that suf·
fering produces perseverance; perse- merely participate in. In "My Utmost
verance, character; and character, for His Highest" I was challenged to
hope." God is telling me that when I ask myself, is Jesus being abundantly
feel broken, I should praise Him satisfied by my life? Or am I exhibitbecause I will only find that God will ing a walk of spiritual pride before
use it all and fill my heart with a him?
I could use every excuse that passes
sense of peace.
I felt like Oswald Chambers was through my mind, the ones about it
talking to me, personally and directly, just being my perfectionist character
as I read: ''Are we worshiping God or and not wanting to damage a reputadisputing Him when we say, 'But God, tion that I have, or I could just bla-

tantly deny what God is doing. Or I
can be brutally honest with myself
und everyone around me and say God
is breaking me from a walk of spiritual pride I have been engaging in.
There are these barriers of pride and
selfish control that stand as a blockade between my complete obedience
before his throne that interfere with
my faithfulness to his commands.
I do not want to be dictator of my
life, although sometimes I feel like
that is what I'm doing. The bad part is
I usually do not see myself ruling my
life until I have already blinded
myself with selfishness, pride and control and have already pushed God
aside on the throne of my mind.
I see it now, though. I see myself trying to define people's purposes in my
life, even though only God knows why
I interact with the people I do. I watch
myself construct ideals of who I want
to marry and analyze every somewhat
possible prospect, instead of trusting
that God will not disappoint me in
who He provides in His own time.
I rationalize things, make silly
excuses and question God's timing. I
have learned more and more this

semester, as I'm sure I will continue
to, that I have to rely on God.
·
"Our ordinary abilities will never
worship God unless they are transformed by the indwelling Son of God.
We must make sure that our hum~
flesh is kept in perfect submission ,to
him, allowing him to work through' it
moment by moment." I read this and
once again God used Chambers to tug
on my heart and speak to me: "Kristin,
lay your life at my feet and trust me.
Do not dictate to Me what is best
because I can see more than your
human eyes will ever see. Allow Me' to
work and worship me."
Situations in my life affect my feelings and attitudes, some of which
make me feel like I am on cloud nine
and to praise God is t he most natural
reaction. Then there are momerlts
that 1 can feel God breaking me apd
rebuilding my character and life and I
struggle to understand, but I bow !at
His throne and worship Him with tPY
heart, my mind and my soul, despite
what the world would tell me to do. ;

Kristin Hill is a staff writer for '"rhe
Murray State News."
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Housing projects on hold
Elizabeth and Hart Colleges.
The low-rise dorms are not in immediate need
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
of the sprinklers, since they are easier to get out
With efforts still going forth to acquire state of, Hulick said.
With all that has happened in the past few
funding for sprinklers in the residential colleges,
questions have been raised as to whether or not months, construction of the new facilities has
this will prevent the building of new housing been put on hold, Hulick said.
facilities.
University President Kern Alexander said the
At present, no decision has been made as to lack of funds could delay construction of the
whether state surplus funds will be allotted to facilities longer than some may think.
pay for sprinkler installation in Kentucky dor"It is a significant delay," Alexander said. "It
mitories.
may be years. All housing and food costs are
If state funding is not provided, Murray State paid for by the students.
housing may not be able to afford the building of
"We can issue revenue bonds to build a dorm,
new housing facilities to replace the low-rise but we then have to generate enough revenue."
facilities such as Richmond, Springer, Franklin
Alexander said the main idea was to phase out
and Clark Colleges.
the older low-rise buildings to be replaced by
Paula Hulick, director of housing and resinew quadrangle facilities. He said this would be
dence life said discussion is continuing on what
safer
and more accessible.
college will get sprinklers first and how they will
Aside
from finding funds for the new facilities,
be paid for. Another issue is why put sprinklers
in a building that will be replaced in a few years payments are being completed on Clark College,
which was built nearfy 30 years ago. A final
anyway?
decision
on sprinkler funding is expected soon.
Hulick said if a building is going to be operaAlexander
said the progress on the sorority
tional for five years, it should get sprinklers for
housing his going well. The buildings being used
safety reasons.
The first priority will be the high-rise residen- in the project are.similar to those being used for
tial colleges such as Regents, White, Hester, the new housing facilities.
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Asian showcase

Bv DONALD LAwsoN·

M irhael Ward/The Ne'.'.'S

Afte r a panel d iscussion on Women's Changing Role s in Asian Societies, students could
gathe r a t booths and discuss the articles on the m.
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Who's Who chooses student leaders based on merit.
•Awards: Several Murray State
students have been honored as
the newest members of the Who's
Who organization.

pie: one faculty member from each
academic college, the assistant of the
athletic department, the assistant of
the adult learning center, the college
heads from the residential colleges
and one student from each academic
By VENIA ZABA
department, chosen by a faculty memCONTRIBUTING WRITER
ber.
Applicants are judged based on leadForty.-five Murray State graduating
ership
ability as well as on a strong
seniors were chosen this year as recipacademic background and community
ients of the Who's Who Among Ameriservice.
can Universities and Colleges Award.
"We look for the well-rounded stuThe Who's Who is a national award
dents who have successfully managed
given to outstanding seniors.Their
to be actively involved on campus and
names and senior accomplishments
hold a strong leadership position,"
are mentioned in a national publicaYoung said.
tion.
The average percentage of students
More than 1,900 institutions chosen from those who apply is
throughout the country participate.
between 40 and 50, although Young
Mike Young, chairman of the com- said it is never a set number.
mittee that chooses the recipients of
Jay Vaughn, senior from Burlingthe award, said it is an honor to be ton, is a recipient of the Who's Who
selected
award.
"A lot of successful people in the gov"It's an honor to get it, because it
ernment as well as in other areas were means you actually deserve it," he
in 'Who's Who' and used it on their said.
proflles and resumes," he said.
Vaughn has been involved in the
Students are either nominated by a SGA, the speech and debate team and
faculty member or they nominate many other activities on campus that
themselves. Then a committee reviews helped him receive the award.
the applications and selects a number
"It's a good thing to put on your
of recipients, depending on how many resume, because it shows potential
employers your achievements," he
students applied.
,
The committee is made up of 16 peo- said.

Who's Who 1998-99
Ashley B. Arant

Emily A. Forbes

Kelly M.POI~

Michael V. Arnett

Elizabeth B. Fryer

Stephanie L.

Faireca N. Bates

Karia Greider

Elaine S. Ratliff

P~r

Stacy K. Vincent
VictOria H. Waller

Traci A. Richer&On

Brooke A. Berryman

•
Laura A. Bohanon
Charles E. Buntyn Jr.
Suzie K. Cardiff
Usa M. Clark

Shunda S. J 'n hiitllllift

Christie A. Collins

Jason D. Karstens

Kristina A Crichton

Teresa l. Miher

Amy C •.£1Jiot

'!\"non

Benjamin E. Wilson
Nancy M. Wilson

t:.. MurnboW

Source: Jea,ue Morga~VSGA F~ .nsor
John Simanowitz/The Nem

The award is presented during the
Honors Day program in May, which is
the Friday before the graduation ceremony. However, the recipients of the
Who's Who Award are chosen much
earlier, in mid-November.
During the senior breakfast, the
Outstanding Senior Man and Woman
of the Year are announced. These two
students are chosen from the recipients of the Who's Who Award, and

they are the ones who give the speeches during the commencement ceremony in May.
Suzie Cardiff, senior from Radcliff,
is a recipient of the award.
"It is a big honor," she said. "It's nice
to be recognized for all the things rve
done."
Cardiff has been involved in many
honor societies on campus based on
academic and leadership achieve-

menta.
Cardiff said the award will help her
in the future, since it is "a very recog- •
nized award."
Stephanie Potter, senior from
Frankfort, also a recipient of the
award, said she found out about it in
an ad in "The Murray State News"
and decided to apply.
"I'm hoping this award will help me
get into graduate school," Potter said.

Murray State engineering program one of three to be accredited
Steph~n

•Physics: After four years
of preparation and
anticipation, the engineering program has finally
entered the big leagues.

Cobb: The
engineering
physla chair Is
excited about the
accreditation of
the program at
Murray State.

BY LEE RETZLAFF
STAFF WamR

The recent accreditation of
the engineering program by
the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology
gives Murray State one of only
three accredited programs in

the state, along with the universities of Kentucky and
· Louisville. Murray has the only
program in the state accredited
in engineering physics.
Stephen Cobb, engineering

physics chair, said those
involved with engineering
physics are very excited about
accreditation.
"'t's a very prestigious
accreditation, shared by only a
few programs in the country,"
Cobb said. "We think it will be
a great advantage to our students to graduate from this
program."
There are only about 15 programs in the country accredited
in engineering physics. Other
programs are located at schools

such as Cornell, Princeton,
Rensselaer Polytechnic, University of Kansas and the University of Oklahoma.
Cobb said the engineering
physics department had been
actively seeking accreditation
for four years. It had to apply to
ABET and then prepare a
detailed self-study of the program.
Last fall, evaluators from
ABET carried out an e)(j.ensive
evaluation of the engineering
program. This fall, the depart-

ment received notice that as of
May 1997, Murray State's engineering physics program was
an accredited one.
Currently, Murray State has
about 60 engineering physics
majors in its pr ogram. It covers
a wide area of physics, instead
of intense study in just one
area.
"Engineering physics combines the fundamentals of
physics and math with elements of engineering science
and engineering design," Cobb

said.
Cobb said large companies
often need someone who is proficient in many fields of physics
who can be a problem-solver,
instead of a person specialized
in one area, like mechanical or
electrical physics.
Graduates from Murray's
program currently work for
McDonald-Douglas, Lockheed,
Boeing, Texas Instruments,
NASA and other large operations.

Informational Meeting

Positions Available
* Writers

Thursday, Dec. 10
at 2 p.m.
in 115 Wilson Hall

News
College Life
Sports
Viewpoint

* Photographers
* Copy Editors
* Graphic Artist
* Web Maintenance

Pacemaker
Winner
Join our award-winning team

('!
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New web pages to
assist students
,r' There is a new web

page designed to assist
both current college stu..dents and high school
students bound for college.
Current college and
university students can
find links to free scholarship search databases,
~ downloadable fi nancial
aid forms, information
about graduate schools,
GRE, GMAT and MAT
test tips and campus life
and study skills pages.
. • College bound students
can read humorous col.~ lege essays, several col:,'iege applications forms
• accepted by hundreds of
colleges, SAT practice
, tests, links to traditional
African-American colleges and much more.
The web can be found
at http://www.collegescholarships.com/l OOcol,!].lege.htm. For more information contact Daniel
Rosenfield.

,

...

..

Dance Theatre
to perform
Desrosiers Dance Theatre will perform Saturday, Dec. 12 at 8 p.m. at
the Brown Theatre. It is
sponsored by Philip Mor1~ ris Companies Inc.
It uses props and cos,_..tumes with a mix of high
:' energy choreography by
; Robert Desrosiers.
•
!
Tickets are $20, $18
and $15. They are available by calling (502) 584n77, or visiting the IUS
J Ogle Center or Kentucky
Center Box Office. For
more information call
(502) 562-0 I 08.

!

Free children's
self-defense
seminar offered

l

Local children are invited to register and attend
a free self-defense seminar presented by Martial
·Arts America and the
brothers of the Sigma
Chi fraternity on Dec.
10.
The seminar, for children ages 7 to 12. will be
held from 6 to 7 p.m. at
the Martial Arts America
school in Murray, and will
teach several basic selfdefense techniques.
Afterward, free pizza will
be provided by Pizza Hut.
Parents are encouraged
(o bring a coat to donate
to the Sigma Chi Coats
for Kids drive or a small
donation to assist the
fraternity's ongoing support of the Children's
Miracle Network.
Space is limited, and
children who are registered before Saturday
will receive a free t-shirt.
To register, phone 7536111.

Briefs compiled by He.~er
Martin, staff writer.

Internships, co-ops putting students ahead of competition
BY REKA ASHLEY
ASSISTANT COLLEC£ LifE EDITOR

Internship's 1997 ." Books like these contain companies that hire interns and the addresses where
students can send their resumes.
Another resource that students can look to is
th e Internet. A number of sites list job positions companies have for the summer.

It is almost that time of year again. No, not Christmas, but time to begin thinking about getting a summer internship or co-op. Despite what some students
may think, an internship will not appear out of the
blue like a gift from Santa when August arrives. It The resume and cover letter
takes some footwork and early preparation to get a
Once students have located comreally good job. It needs to be relevant to the studen- panies they have an interest in
t's major and be a paid position.
working for, it is time to get the
Gina Winchester, assistant director of Career Ser- resume and cover letter prepared.
vices, said internships and co-ops are good for all Students can obtain a resume disk
majors because they get students focused on the or a book, if necessary, to show how a
future and offer hands-on experience.
cover letter is properly written.
"Students should begin looking for summer jobs Career Services h as pamphlets availrelating to their major around three or four months able with examples and hints about
in advance," she said. "Many of the deadlines are in what to include.
Winchester said an important aspect
January, February and March."
Winchester encourages students to have one work of the r esume and cover letter is to be
experience between their junior and senior years at a focused .
company they may want to work for in the future.
"It is different for a co-op or internship
"It is a good way to get your foot in the door," she position," she said. "The company needs
said. "Some companies only hire people who worked to know what job the student is looking
for them as college students. I think companies will for and what the student's intention is."
~er-relilted
blah blah blah blah blah bblb blab blab
use more early recruitment in the future."
Career Service's website has a link that
experience:
However, when looking for employment it is impor - will take students to resume sites on the
tant to realize that Career Services sets up two types Internet. While the resume is important,
of programs.
students should not neglect the cover letblab blab blab blah blah blah blab blab
Co-Op's are designed for any student in any major. ter.
Students are placed in a full-time, career-related,
"I tell students to keep it between three
paid position for either a.semester or a summer. For and four paragraphs long," Winchester
blah blah blalt blah blab blah blab blab
that work experience, students would be able to earn said. "The first paragraph should include
three hours of pass/fail credit. The credit would be what the student is looking for, how they
.,.,. wu ,.... blah ~Qt. blab , . . blah
used as an elective for their major.
found out about the internship and why
Internships are usually part-time positions for they are sending the resume. The second
either a semester or summer in a career-related paid paragraph is where the student sells heror unpaid position. No credit is obtained.
seWbimself in a nutshell. The final paraWinchester said each is good.
graph should give closure and ask for an
"They give students' hands-on experience in their interview. It should close with an invitachosen field and help the student determine whether tion or offer for an interview."
that job is really right for them," she said. "Also,
employers look for it."
The interview
Once the student has submitted
Finding an internship
a polished resume and cover letter,
Locating these jobs takes a great deal of initiative an offer for an interview will likely
on the part of the student. The first step in finding an be made. Winchester said one thing
internship is utilizing the resources available. One of students should learn is what type of
the most obvious is Career Services.
interview they will have. It may be anyWinchester said Career Services posts a number of thing from a phone interview, one-on-one
career opportunities. If students fill out a form and interview or a group interview.
leave 10 resumes, Career Services will send out the
"Questions can also vary," she said. "Students may
resumes as positions relating to the student's field have very structured questions they will have to
become available. Career Services will also host a answer or very ad lib questions from the employer, so Winchester said. "'f you take the time to learn spesummer job fair on Feb. 9 for all interested students. be prepared for anything."
cific information, recruiters will make a note of it."
However, students should not rely solely on Career
One big thing students need to have wh'en entering
Once students gain jobs, it's up to them to work
Services in their job hunt. Other resources are an interview is background information on the com- hard and impress their employers. Many students
internship books that can be found in the library. pany.
who perform well go on to full-time positions in the
One book found in Waterfield Library is "Peterson's
"Company research, I can't preach that enough," company after graduation.

Students test drive careerS
BY REKA ASHLEY
AssiSTANT COWGE LIFE EDITOII

~-~--~--------

---------------~--~------~

A number of students at
Murray State have put in time
and effort to gain paid jobs at
top companies across the
United States.
Tasha Burney, senior from
Henryetta, Okla., had the
opportunity to co-op last summer for Raytheon Missile Systems in Louisville.
Burney, who is an occupational safety and health
major, said she learned of the
job through a relative.
"My brother works for the
company and talked to the
human resources director
about internships available
and mentioned that I might be
interested," she said. "I talked
with the company and an
interview was set up in
August for a possible position
for the following summer. It
had to be set up so far in
advance because the company
has security clearance issues
that had to be taken care of
before a person could be hired
there."
Burney said from that point
on she had to fill out a lot of
paperwork, but was eventually hired. She said any hassle
.was well worth it.
"You go to school to learn all
the things in the books, but
you don't really

know how to use it until you another one this summer."
get out there and put it into
Another student who gained
practice," she said. "You get an advantage in the job marthe proper
ket was Jennifer Flickinger,
understanding that you were senior
from
Murray.
supposed to have."
Flickinger, a fashion merBurney said the interview chandising major, worked last
was intense but she was pre- summer for Phillips Van
pared. She had taken a class Heusen, a men's clothing comthat had instructed her on pany out of New York.
interviewing techniques previFlickinger said she found
ously.
her internship by looking
"One thing they asked was through internship books.
what I learned in school, what
"I wrote down all the
classes I had been taking, addresses of the companies I
etc.," she said. "But one thing wanted my resume sent to
they really wanted to know and gave them to Career Serabout was what I had been vices, and they mailed them
involved in socially. It was off for me," she said.
Flickinger stayed in New
important to them because
they wanted to know I could York for the entire summer
interact well with my co-work- and recommended that other
ers."
students venture outside of
Burney said she was afraid Murray to see what is availshe wouldn't get the job able.
because she did not have a 4.0
"I learned a lot I never
GPA. However, the employers would have learned in class,"
said they would rather she she said. "I worked in three
have a slightly lower GPA and different departments while I
more activities.
was there, and learned a little
Since Burney was on the co- bit of e'tlerything. I had so
op program, she worked a full- much fun.''
time schedule just like the
Flickinger said it showed
other employees. She said a her a career in fashion mergreat part of her job was chandising was what she
learning from her supervisor, wanted to do. It also opened
but she also had individual the door to future employment
responsibilities .
for her at the company.
"I absolutely recommend
"I was told when I got ready
getting into the co-op pro- to graduate to keep them in
gram," she said. "I'm doing mind," Ahe said.
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Garth appeals to all audiences
MusicRevieu.J
Kyle Shadoan
Garth

Brooks - "Double

Live"
Grab your cowboy hat, slip on
those cowboy boots, jump into
that pick-up truck and mosey
on down to Wal-Mart; Garth
Brooks is out with a new CD
titled "Double Live."
It is a new live two-disc set
that contains 26 songs. It is
sort of a greatest hits album
that contains songs from
throughout hio career,
Before I carry on with busi·
ness, I must make one thing
clear. I am not a fan of country
music. I am, although, open to
nearly all kinds of music, anything from alternative rock to
classical, rap to classic rock,
folk to pop or blues to swing.
But whether or not I am a
fan of the music style in gener·
al does not really matter; I
have to give Garth Brooks
credit. He is an entertainer. He
has fun with his music and provides shows and songs that are
enthusiastic and full of meaning.
He has a variety of these
songs on "Double Live," which
is something most people do
not associate with country
music talent.
I remember my music appre-

RCA
he Ips

san ta

WeekAbear.l

Tomorrow Never Comes" and
"The Dance."
These are the songs that
have defined country music
today. For the longest time,
when someone mentions country music I will immediately
get "Friends In Low P laces"
running through my head over
and over. Of course, depending
on the type of person you are,
that could be good or bad. I
know after about five minutes I
'start to randomly pick up
things and throw them at innocent people.
I do not see myself buying a
Garth Brooks album anytime
soon, unless I run into a large
sum of money. It is definitely
something I can live without,
Capitol Records but for you country music fans,
Garth Brooks offers a variety of music that even appeals to those it is a must have album.
who are not major country fans with his new CD "Double Live."
ciation teacher back in high
school talking about one of his
friends from college. His friend
was a songwriter, and he
despised country music. A few
years after they both graduated, my teacher had found some
new information about his former friend. He had written a
country song and sold it. My
teacher gave him a phone call
and asked him why he bad
written a country song and he
replied, "Because it's simple."
But I think Garth Brooks
provides a different kind of talent. He provides talent as an
entertainer and performer,
despite the actual complexity

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
COllKif LrFE.EOITOR

The Residential College Association is working its way into the
hearts of the children of the faculty and staff of Murray State,
with a little help from Santa
Claus. The RCA is becoming Santa's helper this holiday season.
Dec. 7 and 8 from 5:30 to 8
p.m., members of the RCA will
make phone calls to many of the

or simplicity of the music.
· The new double album has a
great variety of songs. There
are some that are funny and
more upbeat. The lyrics usually tell clever stories that are
quite hilarious and are easy to
sing along with. Some of these
songs are "Papa Loves Mama,"
"Longneck Bottle," "Two Pina
Coladas" and "Friends In Low
Places."
Then there are more meaningful songs that are what I
call ballads. They . are usually
very touching stories about life
or love. Some of these are "The
Thunder Rolls," "Standing Outside the Fire," "The River," "If

Friday, Dec. 4
•Studio theater festival - Studio II Theater, Wilson Hall, 7 p.m.
Phone 762-6997 for ticket Information.
•Renaissance feast - Ordway Hall, 6:30p.m. Phone 762-4516 for
ticket information.

Saturday, Dec. 5
•Renaissance feaste- Ordway Hall, 6:30 p.m. Phone 762·4516 for
ticket Information.
•Studio theater festival- Studio II Theater, Wilson Hall, 7 p.m.
•Aerosmlth concert- Sll.J Arena, 8 p.m.
-open horse show - TBA, West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Sponsored by Wrangler's Riding Club. Phone (502) 489·6106 for
Information.

Sunday, Dec. 6
•Sunday school - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 10 a.m.
•Sunday school - North Pleasant Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, 10 a.m., worship service at 11 a.m.
.Choral Union and University Chorale - Lovett Auditorium, 3:30
p.m. .
•Renaissance feaste -ordway Hall, 6:30p.m. Phone 762-4516
-Bible study - MCF house, 7 p.m.

"Double Live" - B
Monday, Dec. 7
Top 5 COs of the week
1. Metallica - "Garage INC."
2. 2 Pac -"Greatest Hits"
3. Moilita - •t-1o'hogany"
4. South Park- "Chef Aid" \
~· Offspring -J Americana"

(~

)

/ ~
TopC~CD

•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 9 p.m.
•Pre-business orientation - Training session for individuals Interested in starting a business. Covers the basics, including permits,
licensing and financial and business planning. Cost is $5 per person.
Participants must pre-register. 9 to 11 a.m., Business Building,
Room 254. Sponsored by the MSU Small Business Development
Center. Phone 762-2856 for more information.
•Bible study - Curris Center Cumberland Room, 2:30 p.m.
•Fencing club meeting - Carr Health Gymnastics Room, 6 to 8
p.m.

Shania Twain"'::'Xome on- ;

Over"

'

Tuesday,

j

Sources: Terrapin \tatlon
and SUnset Boulevard Music

·--

John Simanowitz/The News

faculty and staffs children, pos- "naughty or nice."
ing as Santa's helpers and asking
"I'm excited to see how the chilthem what they want for Christ- dren will react," Josh Williams,
mas.
junior from Henderson, said.
The parents of the children
Williams said extra forms are
filled out forms about the chil- available in the housing office.
dren giving specific information
"It is rewarding and a lot of fun
about the children, like what to give back to the University all
good things they had done this the support they have given to
year and what they want for the program," Williams said.
Christmas. This way, when SanThey hope to make this an
ta's helpers call, they will know annual program and extend it to
whether the children have been the children of students, too.

Dec. a

•Red pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House, 5 p.m.
•Nursing home ministry - Chi Alpha house, 6:15p.m.
•E.A.R.S. Concert - Performing Arts Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Building,
8p.m.
•Spanish study hall - Faculty Hall, Room 406, 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Dec. 9
-German study hall- Faculty Hall Room 407, 3:30 to 4:30p.m.
-Dinner at the Newman Center- Angela Hall, 5 p.m.
•Worahlp - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Bible study - Chi Alpha. Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.
•Foreign language club party - Faculty Club, 7 to 10 p.m.

Thursday, Dec. 10
•Study day - no classes ..
•"The Life of Chrlat In Uvlng Pictures" - Immanuel Baptist
Church. Phone 443-5306 for information and tickets.

STATION
ir Shopping Center

753-8926

•
•
•
•
•

Student Dietetic Association
Emerald Knights
Gamma Epsilon Tau
Never Ever Too Old
Student Ambassadors
•• '"'7
?fJII/'.4
-~~'LJ(!!J./
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heck Out Our New and
Used Selections
Special Orders and
Trade-Ins Welcome
Discs 0 Cassette Tapes
Posters 0 T-Shirts 0 Stickers 0 Blacklights
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"The Murray

Christmas Festival ''
presented by the

First Baptist Church, Murray
203 South Fourth Street

"A Bug'& Llfe"
(G)
~

Sunday, Dec. 6
5 p.m. and 7:15 p.m.

Vlo<r '\lolsJm. Amc Htdlc

"Psycho"
(R)

Matinus Saturday & Sunday
Monda>- Tltur>da)· /liights
Studt>nts pay Ofllj' S J K·itlt MSU J.D.

For FREE TICKET information, please call the church office at 753-1854
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Student directors learn from . ~xperience
BY KRISTIN HILL
STAFF Wltlltll

There is a theory the best way to learn is from
practical experience. That is what the Murray
State theatre department is demonstrating with
its Studio Theater Festival.
This event is a showcase for advanced directing students held each semester, Mark Malinauskas, professor in the theater department,
said. The final two performances will be held
tonight and Saturday night.
In all, there are seven short plays, with the
plays rotating each night. Tonight there will be
four plays. The remaining three will show on
Saturday night. The Studio Theater Festival
began Wednesday.
The students have beim preparing for the festival all semester, Malinauskas said. They
receive class credit for the entire production,
including not only the performance, but also the
director's book. The director's book in volves
research of the play, knowledge of the playwrite,
staging, lighting, costumes and sound effects.
"Although the reali!'ation of the production is
a part of their grade, the director's book is the
largest part,"Malinauskas said.
Malinauskas' role in the Studio Theater Festival has been meeting with students, at which
times he talks with the student directors about
rehearsals, interpretations and problems. He

said the most common problem throughout
preparation of the plays has been the actors'
attendance.
"It is hard to find dedicated casts and schedules that match," Malinauskas said. "At this
tiJ'!le of the semester there are so many things
happening. The actors need to prioritize their
energies."
Besides the obvious theatre experience, the
students involved also gain real life experience.
Amanda Haney, junior from Louisville, is one of
the two technical directors of the Studio Theater
Festival.
"Mainly I learned more about organization,"
Haney said. "Next time I do something like this
it will be quicker and less painful for everyone."
Amy Jones, senior from Louisville, is the other
technical director, as well as the festival coordinator. Her job is to make sure the directors are
all in s~c and getting their jobs done.
She said her past experience, including being
a technical director for the past three years, has
helped her.
Kristi Wahl, student director of "Problem
Solver," said being a director carries a lot more
weight than being an actor. "Problem Solver" is
a 10-minute play that bas a chaotic vacation
with two married couples and one single man as
its basic plot.
"This has been a lot more work than I realized," Wahl, senior from Louisville, said. "Usual-

Mai'C Games, senior- from Radcliff, Amy Jo nes, se n ior- from Louisville, and A manda Haney, juniorfr-o m Louisville, pe rfor-m at the St udio Theate r- Festival. Pe rfo r-mances will continue all weekend.

ly I am the actor, not the director."
Wahl found the easiest aspect was working
with the five-actor cast she has because they listen and have good ideas. However, she did struggle with finding the time all five actors and she
could get together for rehearsals.

Toys for Tots brings joy to children
B Y T ARA SHELBY
STAFF WRil'Eil

This is the season for giving, and one group of Murray State students is doing just that. Alpha Sigma
Alpha Sorority, in keeping with its long tradition,
hosted Toys for Tots Wednesday at the Baptist Student Union.
The sorority has been helping needy children in
Murray all year, beginning in October with its program Teeter for Tots, to raise money for underprivileged children.
Tlle sorority also holds a Christmas party each
year for the children who attend the Calloway County Preschool Head Start Program.
"This is our chance to meet the kids, and love them
and see their faces when they open their presents,"
Janet Mazzochi, senior from Paducah, said.
A total of 62 children from 30 families were invited
to the celebration, Kristina Thom~son, senior from
Georgetown and the sorority's philanthropic chair,
said. The party included a visit from Santa Claus,
dinner and stockings and gifts for the children.
The children's presents were purchased by the
sorority at a special discount from Mattel. The members also gave the children stockings with stocking
stuffers donated by Mattei and toothbrushes from
area dentists.
The guests were invited to eat a dinner of finger
foods, chips and cookies. While they ate, the sorority
members socialized with the families and played
with the children.
Lisa Queen, a mother of three, says her family has

Services, is available as either a vegetarian or non-vegetarian meal. The non-vegetarian meal consists of a pork chop, oven
This weekend, students and the public browned potatoes, French onion soup and
have the opportunity to travel back in flaming pudding for dessert. The meal is
time to experience what life was like in made up of four courses, with entertainthe 15th and 16th centuries.
ment being provided between each course,
The Renaissance Feaste is a production for a two and one-half hour-long experipresented by the College of Fine Arts and ence, Almquist said.
Communication.
Ordway Hall will be decorated as a
"The event has been resurrected after Medieval castle. The theatre department,
12 or 15 years," Brad Almquist, director of along with Judy's of Murray Florist, will
choral activities, said.
use fresh flowers, greens and red bows to
. He said the department anticipates con- create a Christmas atmosphere.
tinuing the tradition next year.
"We U!ied decorations like what would
The dinner will take place today, Satur- be used in this time period," Almqqist
day and Sunday at 6:30 p.m. in Ordway said. "They didn't have silk flowers back
Hall. Each night there are seats for 130 then."
people.
The actors will also be dressed in
"Friday and Saturday's showings are Renaissance and Medieval costumes for
sold out, but tickets ·are still available for the performance. Any profit made from
Sunday,"Almquist said.
the performance will go toward buying
The dinner is hosted by Queen Eliza- costumes for future performances,
beth I, played by Michelle McCouch of Almquist said.
Hopkinsville, in her castle. EntertainThe cost of the tickets is $25 for the genment will be provided by chamber singers eral. public and $20 for students. Tickets
and games will be played to allow audi- can be purchased by calling the office of
ence participation.
the dean of the department of fine arts
The madrigal dinner, provided by Food and communication.
B Y T ARA SHELBY

Michael Ward/The News

AJana Matin, a 2-year old from Hur-ny opens a gift
she r-eceives as part of the Toys for- Tots pr-osr-am.

attended the Christmas party for several years
because her children enjoy it so much.
"They've been excited about it all day,• she said.
Queen said she found out about the program
through her son's preschooL

~t Roc~-a-th0n
First Rlace:
Ga~ma

Dii1e with royalty at
Renaissance Feaste
STAFF WRITEl

Congratulations ~~
to the winners o .
Alpha

"We ended up having enough time, but I was
concerned with it," Wahl said. "I didn't want my
actors to be stressed out."
Performances are tonight and Saturday at 7
p.m . on the third floor of Wilson Hall. The public
is invited to attend.

Rh·o

Second place:

Alpha Sigma Phi

Hair Studio
753-3688
Monday • Friday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
Walk-Ins Welcome!
ZAX

ZAX

ZAX

ZAX

Jodi.:ial Board
Meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday Dec. 10
3rd floor Curris Center
Tennessee Rm.

ZAX

ZAX

ZAX

Come in and see our ideas for Christmas.
.)

6 PC .

Everything guaranteed vvithin 10 days.

Nuggets

Monday - Thursday
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Friday 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

$.99

For a limited time

di~ sornei>Ddy StAy@?

INCORPORATED 759-4180

I\

l \

Across from Sparks Hall
ZAX . ZAX
ZAX
ZA .

ZAX

1

-

~

CUSTOM SCREENPRI NT & EMBROIDERY

ZAX

ZfiX
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Sports Brief~
Basketball teams
back at home
After playing the last
four games on the road,
both of the Murray State
basketball teams will have
home games this week.
The Racer men will host
Hanover College on Dec.
8, in a game at the Regional Special Events Center at
7 p.m.
The lady Racers will play
their first home game of
the season on Dec. I I,
when they host St. Louis
University. Tipoff will be at
7 p.m.

Globetrotters
come t o Hurray
On Jan. I 0 the Regional
Special Events Center will
host
the
Harlem
Globetrotters in a I p.m.
game.
The Globetrotters, as
well as their well-known
opponents the Washington Generals, have traveled the world to bring
their special type of basketball to children and
adults alike.
For more information
call 762-5555.

Breds sign second
generatio n pitche r
The Murray State Breds
announced the signing of
Gordon Dugan, son of former 'Breds standout
George Dugan this week.
Dugan, a 5-foot-1 0-inch
pitcher. had a 6-4 record
for Pope County, where
he had 94 strikeouts and a
2.32 ERA in 49 innings
pitched.
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RaCers take Holiday Classic
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
'ASSISlANT SPORTS EDITOR

A team has many steps it must take
in order to become a championship
quality team. Last weekend at the IGA
SuperThrift Sooner Holiday Classic,
the Murray State Racers took one of
those steps.
The Racers defeated the University of
Arkansas-Little Rock Trojans and the
Oklahoma University Sooners on OU's
home court to win the Thanksgiving
weekend tournament.
MSU started the tournament by facing the Arkansas-Little Rock Trojans.
From the opening tipoff to the final
hom, the Racers dominated the contest.
The Racers started the game on an
18-7 run before the first timeout. They
kept scoring at will on the Trojans and
went to the locker room with a 41-20
lead.
The second half was almost a carbon
copy of the first half, with the Racers
piling up another 50 points on the Trojans for a 91-66 victory.
The Racers were led in the first game
by Rod Murray, Isaac Spencer and
Marlon Towns. Murray led the Racers
with 19 points, Spencer had 16 points
and nine rebounds and Towns contributed 17 points by shooting 5-10
from three-point range.
The first half of the tournament
championship game against the Sooners the next day was a back and forth
battle. The Sooners ended the first half
with a 35-34 lead over the Racers, even
though the Racers shot 50 percent from
the field.

assessed a technical foul on the play.
Racer point guard Aubrey Reese made
both free throw attempts to re-extend
the MSU lead to three points. The Racers added another free throw to win the
game 68-64.
R8cer Head Coach Tevester Anderson
said the Racers were pleased to win the
fll'St m~or tournament they have competed in this year.
'
"We are very happy to win the first
tournament," Anderson said. "I think
that Oklahoma has a very good team,
and we were fortunate to win."
Anderson said rebounding was the
key to the Racers' victory.
"Our goal was to outrebound them,
and I think we did a pretty good job of
doing that," Anderson said. "That really was the key to the game."
In addition, the Racers outshot the
Sooners. Murray State shot 45.5 percent from the field, holding OJ,dahoma
to 39 percent shooting. The Racers
grabbed 46 rebounds compared to the
Sooners 23.
The Racers were once again led by
Spencer and Murray. Murray had 14
points, while Spencer had 13 points and
a game-high 14 rebounds. Reese also
added 13 points and a game-high five
assists for Murray State.
Two Racer players gained special
recognition after the tournament.
Spencer was named the tournament's
Moat Valuable Player. Reese is currently tied for 12th in the nation in assists
per game with seven.

Spencer said his focus was not on personal accomplishments but the team's
Murray State started the second half success instead .
on a 10-4 run to take a five point lead at
"I'm not really the type of person who
the 14:57 mark. That five-point margin
thrives
on self awards," Spencer said. "I
would be the largest the Racers could
was
just
happy for the team. We came
get in the second half. The Sooners kept
in
here
to
win the tournament. Not
the pressure on with some good second
knocking
Oklahoma,
but we are a good
half shooting from the field and the
free-throw line, but could come no clos- team and we want to be a top-25 team.
er than a tic score for the rest of the It was a big win for us.''
game.
The Racers started their Ohio Valley
The pivotal moment of the game took Conference schedule last night at Moreplace in the second half. After a slam head State and they will next play at
dunk by Murray, Sooner forward Ryan Eastern Kentucky Saturday at 3:15
Humphrey made a layup with only p.m. The Racers next home game is
three seconds left, cutting the Racer Tuesday at 7:30p.m. against Hanover
lead to one. Humphrey, however, was College in the Regional Special Events

iile photo

Marvin Gay. senior forward from Port of SpaJn, Trinidad, puts up a jump shot
over members of BC Kandlt In a n exhibition came earlier this season.

Briefs are compiled by Eddie

Grant, sports editor.

Sportlight

Rifle team earns fourth place at Xavier
BY EDDIE GRANT

lsaa~

Spencer

Isaac Spencer is in the
Racer Sportlight this
week.
Spencer, junior forward
from Montgomery, Ala.,
was named the Most Valuable Player for the Sooner
Holiday Classic Basketball
Tournament, which the
Racers won. They defeated
the University of ArkansasLittle Rock in the first
round 91-66 and defeatedhost Oklahoma in the
championship game, 68-64.
In the championship
game, Spencer had 13
points and 14 rebounds.

FastPtlct
Looking for a place
in foot~all history
The Denver Broncos are
only the third team to
start a season 12-0. The
1972 Dolphins were the
first, and the 1985 Chicago
Bears were the second.
Ironically, the Bears lost
to the Miami Dolphins in
week 13 of that season for
their only loss of the year.
The Broncos play Miami in
their last regular season
game this year.
Source: ESPN

-

SPORTS EDITOR

During the past three weekends, the
42nd Annual Walsh Rifle Match has
been taking place at Xavier University
in Cincinnati, Ohio. The Murray State
rifle team was one of 41 teams to take
part in the event that is used to form
the
rifle
team
coaches
poll.
Murray State competed during the
first weekend of the tournament and
had to wait two weeks to find out how
well their scores held up in relation to
what other teams did. The results were
released this week, and Murray State
came in fourth place overall.
"Our performance was satisfactory,"

MSU Rifle Head Coach Elvis Green
said. "We still have some work to do
before the NCAA Tournament in the
spring, so we have time to improve on
our skills."

It was the blue team from Kentucky
who won the event posting a team score
of 1546.

ings who shot a 1162, Wheeldon, who
sht an 1148 and Ken Hicks, with 1147
rounded out the team.

The Blue Murray squad came in 11th
This time the MSU blue team notched
with a score of 1498. It was led by Ken 15th place with a performance of 4472.
The University of Alaska~Fairbanks Hicks who shot 386. The rest of the blue Steve Jensen led the team in this event
won the event, posting a combined score squad and their scores were Ann Proc- with a score of 1131. He wns foll owed by
of 6246. Next came West Virginia, with tor375, Matt Livesay 374 and Jill Schefold who shot 1122, Jill l.1vesay '
6181. Six points behind that came the Livesay, 363.
1120 and Matt Livesay who posted a
University of Kentucky. MSU then
score
of 1099.
In the smallbore competition, the gold
came in fourth with 6169.
team's 4621 point performance was
This was the last competition of the
The MSU Gold team came in fifth in good enough for third place. behind semester for Murray State. The team
the air rifle portion of the match, post- West Virginia, with a score of 4635 and won't compete again until .Jan. 23 when
ing a score of 1538. The Team was led Kentucky who shot a 4629.
they will travel to face Tennessee Tech
by Marra Hastings who shot 391 Crys·
Kern was the top shooter for Murray in the Tennessee Tech Invitational m
tal Kern with 387, Emily Schefold 382, with 1164, she was followed by Hast· Cookeville, Tenn.
and Martin Wheeldon with 378.

Bad officiating reinforces need for instant replay
For those of you who watched
any of the NFL football games
this past holiday weekend, you
probably saw one of a few bad
calls made by referees changing the outcome of a contest.
For example, in a Thanksgiving Day contest between the
Pittsburgh Steelers and the
Detroit Lions, there were three
such calls. There was one pass
by Kordell Stewart that was
intercepted but was called
back. Secondly, there was a
Detroit touchdown called back
because a referee did not think
the Detroit receiver had possesion of the ball in the end zone.
This touchdown would have
probably given the Lions the
win, but since it was called
back, the game went into overtime. This is where the most
infamous call took place, the
situation now referred to as
"coingate."
For the coin toss to decide
who gets the ball in overtime,

Sports
Talk
EDDIE
G RANT

Steelers running back Jerome
Bettis called 'tails' when the
coin was in the air. The microphone on the CBS camera validated Bettis' call in replays.
Nonetheless, the referee said
Bettis called "heads-tails," and
took the first answer. The coin
landed on tails and the ref said
Bettis called heads. Detroit got
the ball and went on to win the
game on A field goal on its first
possession.
In response to this fiasco, the
league has revamped its coin
toss protocol, stating three refs
will be present for all future

In any case, on the next play,
coin tosses. Also, the player
must call heads or tails before New England quarterback
Drew Beldsoe launched a hail
the coin is flipped.
This ruling was long over- mary pass to the end zone. The
due. This was the first :rule ball hit the hands of a New
change as far as the coin toss is England player and bounced
concerned in more than 20 out of bounds, just as he was
years. It is amazing to me that hit as time ran out. Then came
a controversy such as this had an unorthodox and questionnot arisen before or that just able pass interference call
one referee was used to vali- against the Bills. As a result of
date the coin toss. especially this, with no time on the clock,
when you consider the noise the Pats got one more chance.
level of some of the stadiums, They were given the ball on the
particulary domed ones in the goal line, and proceeded to
score on a simple pass play to
league.
The other travesty of sport, the comer of the end zone. The
so to speak, took place in the Bills were so incensed they didgame between the Buffalo Bills n't even come out on the field
and the New England Patriots. for the extra point attempt, givNear the end of regulation a ing the Patriots an easy twoplay on fourth down that was point conversion, and the victoclearly short was ruled a first ry.
These plays should rekindle
down. This gave the Patriots a
new set of downs when the the always heated debate
Bills should have been given between owners about the posithe ball to run out the remain- tives and negatives of the use of
instant replay. Granted it may
ing six seconds on the clock.

cause football games to be a little bit longer, but what is more
important, shaving fi ve or 10
minutes ofT the time of a game
lasts or calling a game correctly?
I imagine as a result of this
past weekend the owners and
coaches of the Stce.lc.rs and
Patriots would vote for replay.
After all, the Stcclcrs, who
were in the heat of the playoff
race, now need help for a wud·
card berth, while a wm would
have pulled them withm ont;
game of the AFC Central lead.
In short, I predict that as a
result of these incidents, what
was a narrow decision before
this season that blocked
instant replay from the league,
will change and replay will be
reinstated for the '99 season.·
but even then it ·will be too llt-.
tle too late.
Eddie Grant is the sports edttot
for "The Murray State News."
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Lady Racers look for win

'steering'

Racers fa~d the Lady Bears of
.Mercer in the consolation game
of the tournament.

BY ) ASON BILLINGSLEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Sometimes teams say getting
the first win in a season is like
getting over n hump. lt is a
metaphor that holds true for
the Murray Stale Lady Racers,
as t hey have yet lo get over
that hump this season.
The Lady Racers played in
the USF Thanksgiving Tournament, hosted by the South
Florida Lady Bulls, last weekend in Tampa, Fla.
The Lady Racers faced host
South Florida in their first
game of the tournament. The
lead went back and forth for
most of the first half, but South
Florida took control with 7:20
left in the half when Charmain
Leslie hit a three-pointer for
the Bulls to give them their
largest lead of the night 20·15.

Barry Johnson/Guest

A participant in the annual MSU College Rodeo competes in t he steer wre stling
competitio n. The rodeo was held Nov. 19 to 21 at the West Kentucky Expo C ente r.
Teams from 17 diffe rent schoo ls competed in the eve nt.

The Lady Racers did come
back to take the lead at 21-20
with five minutes left in the
half, thanks to back-to-back
three-pointers from Heather
Bates and Bobbi Coltharp. The
Lady Bulls then recovered to
take the lead at the half 31-27.

Shares of Racers available
STAFF REPORT
\.

Thanks to Wall Street Sports, college basketball fans worldwide will now be able to invest
in fantasy shares of college basketball teams,
i':lcluding the Murray State Racers.
Wall Street Sports is the web's leading sports
stock market simulation. It recently unveiled
the first ever college basketball version of this
stock market simulation. The way this works is
players register for a free account, then they
can buy and sell shares of their favorite collegiate teams, competing against more than
10,000 other fans from around the world.
It currently has more than 100 division I
teams in its database, and it plans to offer at

least 100 more. The price of the stock changes
based upon the team's win-loss record and
strength of schedule. In addition, the buy and
selJ activity of the team will be figured into the
price of the virtual shares. The changes are
made in real time which means the price of the
team's stock can change throughout the day.

Mercer bombarded the Lady
Racerl3 from three-point land in
the first half, hitting seven of
11 three-pointers to take a 3326 lead at halftime. The Lady
Racers came back in the second
half, outscoring the Lady Bears
35-33. It wasn't enough, however. as Mercer won the consolation game 66-61. Mercer shot
almost 62 percent from the
field in the second half to hold
off the Racer comeback.
Murray State was led by
Bates, who had 12 points, six
assists and three steals and
Danelle Watts, who grabbed a
game-high 12 rebounds, one
l'hort of her career high.
Lady Racer forwa rd Bobbi
Coltharp said she felt the Lady
Racers had an excellent chance
at defeating Mercer.
"We played with them for 30
minutes, but we just had a bad
stretch in the second half
where we didn't play as well as
we should have and fell a little
bit short of victory," Coltharp
said.

The Lady Racers started the
On Tuesday night, the Lady
second half hot, closing the gap
tried to end their losing
Racers
to 33-31 in the tirst minute of
streak
in
Nashville, against the
play. The Lady Bulls went on a
Belmont
Lady Bruins. Things
10-1 run during the next 3:14
didn't
go
exactly as the Lady
and c.ontinucd to pull away for
Racers
hoped.
the remainder of the game,
winning 70-58.
The Lady Bruins claimed a
The Lady Racers were led by 43-27 lead in the first half,
Monika Gadson, who scored 22 because of a 10-0 run with five
points
and grabbed
12 minutes to go in the first half.
rebounds off the bench, both
Belmont
continued
the
game highs. Bates added 14 onslaught in the second half,
points and eight assists for the led by Holly McGee's 23 points
Lady Racers.
from the field, including five
The next afternoon, the Lady three-pointers. The Lady Bru-

Anyone finishing in the top 1.000 in December. January or February is eligible for the
grand prize, a trip to the NCAA Championships
in St. Petersburg,. Fla. In addition, prizes are
awarded to the top 100 portfolio managers each
month.
To begin a portfolio, or for more information
on this game, log on to Wall Street Sports at
http://collegehoops.wallstrcctsports.com.

HIGH PROFIT POTENTIAL

Go Online Now!
•
Visit us on the World Wide \Veh at

.
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CAL L 901-644-3943 • 1-888-26 5 -5266

http://www.thenews.org
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The Lady Racers open their
Ohio Valley Conference regular-season schedule at Eastern
Kentucky Saturday at 1 p.m.,
prior to the men's game. They
will then visit Morehead State
Monday night at 6.
Coltharp said the team's goal
going to Eastern Kentucky is to
claim its elusive first victory of
the season.
"We're just going for a win
against Eastern."

STATELINE WESTERN WORLD, INC.

~

Solid. professional corporation looking for person
~·ed.in.buildihg a:eommunk.atians.seryke business.
• WILL COORDINATE AROUND CLASS HOURS
• NO INVENTORY TO SELL • NO QUOTAS
• NO COLLECTIONS • NO EXPERIENCE
For a business presentation appointment

ins shot 54.5 percent from the
field and 61.5 percent from
three-point range to gain the
victory. This was despite the
Lady Racers shooting 49 percent from the field in the game
and a perfect five for five from
three-point range in the second
half.
The Be lmont defense also
gave the Lady Racers problems, as the team forced 2!1
turnovers, while Murray State
forced only 14. The Belmont
bench outscored the Lady
Racer reserves 58-23.
Lady Racer Head Coach
Eddie I<'ields said Belmont was
a well-coached unit.
"Belmont is a pretty solid
team," .F ields said. "They are
well-coached and have a lot of
returning kids. We did commit
too many turnovers against
them to win."
Coltharp said the team, with
eight new players, is going
through a little bit of an adjustment period currently.
"Everybody is trying to come
together and grow a~:; a team
and also learn their role right
now," Coltharp said . "With
eight new people, you have to
expect to learn some new
things."
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Pin #6150

Produn·d hy The Murray State Neus in
cooper~nion

with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

WANTED:

Two things that
go together well.
Pick up your
copy today.

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

Congratulations to the RACERS on
winning the Sooner Holiday Classic!

Paid Positions Available:
Homecoming/ Curris Center Chair
2 Publicity/ Con1puter Chairs
(~'lust

have Photu:-.hop & Freehand Exp.)

Senate:

Lirnit:e~

Edit:ion Die-Ca&t: # 1 M!iU
1 Y 1 B Ford Model T Bank

0

Highly collectible! Only 750 Made

Public Relations/ Publications Chajr
(~lust

---.

Deadline Dec. 7 at 4:30p.m.
Intervie\vs l)ec. 8
Applications available in ~ office.

Beanie Babies®

and other
collectibles

Introductory Price
Limit three

1/25 scale

· 404 Ma in Street
Downtown Murray

asma

753-7222

Pick it up or have it delivered •

L~1rge

1 Topping

Pi zz~1

Only $5.99

12 - 18-98

1Sma

Tri Sigma would like to recognize
our sisters for their great accomplishments

Check out this special!
•

have \'\"eh-Page Exp.)

Kelly Tucker

Kelly Hall

Newly e lected
Vice President

K Y TN Select Side
A ll Sta r Tea m

Samantha Raymer

Amy Elliott

Sigma Theta Tau
Nursing Honor Societ y

W h o's W ho am o ng
A m eri ca n Colleges &
Unive rsitites

Kor tney Strautz
Christia n Cruce
Summer 0 ' Counse lo rs

Jenni Schinner
Tha nks fo r an
awesom e fo rm a l !

We would also like to thank
L.X. Al:<l>. A K A U KA'P
fo r the fun mixers we've had!

Chestnut St. 753-6656
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Gordon dominates NASCAR,
wins third Winston Cup title
Analysis

BY DONALD LAWSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

nowhere at the beginning of the
season
after teaming with Winston
Welcome race fans to the end of
Cup
veteran
Rusty Wallace. Mayone of the craziest and possibly one
field
held
the
points lead for severof the most' predictable NASCAR
al
weeks
and
won
his first Winston
Winston Cup seasons.
Cup points race at Pocono in the
Now I don't mean to tick any
Pocono 500 in June. Up to that
hardcore NASCAR fans off with
point, Mayfield had not finished out
this remark, but in the long run, it
of the top 20. However, following
was a snoozefest. Of course, it didhis win, things turned for the worse
n't start offtha.t way.
as poor finishes at Louden and
After 20 years of near misses and other events landed Mayfield in
last minute mishaps, Dale Earn- seventh overall this season.
hardt finally captured the gold at
Rusty Wallace, Mayfields' teamthe Daytona 500, a feat that also
showcased one of the longest con- mate, also had a very consistent
gratulatory receiving lines in sports season, scoring 15 top fives, 21 top
history, as every race team lined up lOs and one victory at a rained out
on pit row to congratulate "The Phoenix, Ariz. Wallace ended the
Intimidator" after his win. With a season in fourth place overall.
start like that, the sea:son had to be
One of the biggest stories this
good. Right?
season was Mark Martin. With
After Earnhardt went a full sea- seven victories, 22 top fives and 26
son in '97 without winning a race, top lOs, he had the best chance of
then comes back to Daytona ending defeating Gordon. Martin did not
his losing streak and finally win- have an easy season, however. Sevning the 500, you would think it eral mishaps and mechanical probwould be the end of the predictable lems kept him out of contention in
winners. Wrong!
some races. He was also faced with
If you kept up with just a fraction the death of his father, stepmother
of the season this year, one name and half-sister in a plane crash in
conquered all: Jeff Gordon. Gordon late August.
went on to win his third Winston
The drivers were not the only big
Cup title, his second title in two story. The races themselves made
years, but that was in no small part headlines. Two firsts occurred at
because of his unprecedented 13 Daytona International Speedway
victories, 26 top fives and 28 top this season. For the first time, the
lOs. With 33 races in a season, Pepsi 400, formerly the Firecracker
that's what you call consistency.
400, was postponed because of the
What happened to the other con- wildfires in the Daytona area. The
tenders for the title: Jeremy May- race, which was moved to Oct. 17,
field, Mark Martin and Rusty Wal- was also the first race ever run at
lace? AU three of these drivers had night at Daytona. The winner of the
strong starts this season.
race was, who else, Jeff Gordon.
The season also ended on a someJeremy Mayfield rocketed out of

what historic note. The NAPA 500
was nearly postponed because of
rain that plagued the race all day.
However, once the rain cleared,
NASCAR officials decided to shorten the race ran, but even then it
was forced to end under the lights.
The winner of the race was you
guessed it,. Jeff Gordon.
Don't get me wrong. Jeff Gordon
didn't win every race this season.
Although the Winston Cup season
officially ended at Atlanta, one race
remained.
For the third time, NASCAR
came to Japan. This year the race
was run on the new Motegi Speedway, an oval super speedway. The
race had several leaders. Among
them were Jeremy Mayfield, Dale
Earnhardt Jr. and, of course, Jeff
Gordon. This was the first and only
race that pitted father against son
as Dale Junior competed in his only
Winston Cup race of the year, after
winning the Busch Grand National
Series.
In the end, it was Mike Ski.n ner
who won his second post-season
race, which also made hime the
only driver to win any NASCAR
Race overseas. He also won the
Suzuka race in Japan last year.
Skinner, along with Crew Chief
Larry McReynolds, should surely
be a force to be reckoned with next
season. In addition, Earnhardt Jr.
will also compete in five races on
the Winston Cup circuit, as well as
defend his BGN championship.
So was this season totally predictable? Well, maybe not. But with
NASCAR events selling out sometimes years in advance, I don't
think the fans mind. I look forward
to next season and hope to see you
at the races.
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Pro Predictions

PHILADELPHIA vs St. Louis
CINCINNATI vs Buffalo
JACKSONVILLE vs Detroit
ATLANTA vs Indianapolis
PITTSBURGH vs New England
WASHINGTON vs San Diego
CAROLINA va San Francisco
NY JETS VI Seattle
ARIZONA va NY Giants
DENVER vs Kansas City
OAKLAND vs Miami
TENNESSEE VI Baltimore
NEW ORLEANS va Dallas
MINNESOTA vs Chicago
TAMPA BAY va Green Bay
*Home teams capitalized
Records thus far
Last week

Yickett

Eddie Grant

Philadelphia 4
Buffalo 10
Jacksonville 10
Atlanta 14
New England 2
San Diego 10
San Francisco 17
NY Jets 10
Arizona 14
Denver7
Miami 13
Tennessee 10
Dallas 7
Minnesota 24
Green Bay6

St. Louis 6
Philadelphia 3
Buffalo 3
Buffalo 7
Detroit 3
Jacksonville 10
Atlanta 10
Atl~nta 14
Pittsburgh 7
New England 4
San Diego 7
San Diego 6
Carolina 6
San Francisco 14
NY Jets 7
NY Jets 6
NY Giants 3
Arizona 7
Denver 7
Denver 13
Miami3
Miami3
Baltimore 6
Tennessee 6
New Orleans 6 Dallas 7
Minnesota 10
Minnesota 17
Tampa Bay 10 Green Bay 7
*Picks and margin of victory
105-60
99-66
11-4
9-6

11().55
11-4

Jason Billingsley
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LEAGUE STANDINGS THROUGH WEEK 13
AFC .

NFC
CENTRAL

EAST

EAST

CENTRAL

MIAMI&-4
NY JETS 8--4

JACKSONVILLE 9-3
PrTTS8URGH 7·5

DALLAS8·4

MINNESOTA 11-1

ARIZONA8-6

GREEN BAY 8-4

BUFFALO 7-5
NEW ENGLAND 7·5
INDIANAPOLIS 2·10

TENNESSEEH

NY GIANTS 4·8
PHILADELPHIA 3·9
WASHINGTON 2·10

DETROIT 5-7
TAMPA BAY 5-7

BALTIMORE 5-7
CINCINNATI2-10

WEST

CHICAG03·9

WEST

DENVER 12-o
O.AJ<LAND 7·5

ATLANTA 10·2
SAN FRANCISCO 9-3
NEW ORLEANS 5·7
ST. LOUIS 3-9
CAROUNA 2·10

SEATTLE8-6
KANSAS CITY 5-7
SAN DIEGO 5-7

John Slmanowltz/The News

Women's rugby members honored
tucky and Vanderbilt tried out for the ·
team.
At the games the regional team plays,
Four members of the Murray State
scouts
from the United States Olympic
women's rugby club team were recently
team
as well as the Southeastern
Rugby
named to the Kentucky!rennessee
Confrence
Women's
Rugby Club will be
Regional Select-Side League One Rugby
in
attendence.
Rugby
is one of the new,
All-Star Squad.
sports
added
to
be
added
into medal comKelly Hall. Anna Parker, Joey Fortman
petition
at
the
upcoming
2000 Summer
and Amanda Crook were named to the
Olympics
in
Sydney,
Australia.
team, which held eight-hour tryouts on
The MSU women1s rugby club team fm- ·
Sept. 1 and Sept. 15 at Middle Tennessee
State in Murfeesboro, TN. The results ished its season with a record of 14-6-1.
Anyone interested in joining the team for
were announced two weeks ago.
Rugby players from MSU, MTSU, the next season sho.u ld call Joey Fortman at
University of Tennessee, Western Ken- 759-3003.
STAFF REPORT

Classifieds ·
PERSONALS
C<lfll!hltulauon• ,lc'.m, c>n hdn~t..:IC!'lt<'tl :a.•
a Sumrnt.-r-0 k·atlcr. Love, vuur MSietS tn

Ao1fl

•

~t.ndn:, ll•niiJ'~Iul~tk'lM on your tlv:~lte~
• vour ~'"'.,.,. on AAn
Thanks to ATO ror an nwc.-,;(!n,.. nolxerl • .
AAll
AAn cl>lll!l':ltutttt:~ thc:lr !.Ltndtrd~ At.lvo ·
'or, Mt.'/1 Bnown. on h<,'t.1lroung the for<:t!lll l..angua~tt: l'>c.•pMilnt'nt Ch;oir
C<>n~tr.uul.uoun• llckkah, C.hd~J & Jenny
on~""' M~U! • your~~"""' In ArA
Cunwarul.oti<>n.1 Stl·phanl«!, I'Jnily, J•"'l·
niro:o , Chd'>t:a, l.uri, Amy, J•·My. & Shc:rry
on Surnnot·r 01 • ynur ""'''"' in ArA
Ken & 1\dly- You I(U)'' clod .•n awl"'One
jc oil on J~u' UlliM Su~r..ur1 • your 11""
t<:r< on ArA
I'm httt Jnd I'm prt·tty \l:'hy dc>n'l )'OU
l<l\C m2 • IAIID

NOTICES
Li•c! (.)ne.()n.()nd Call N0\\1 l-~329Ex1. 28'l3 H99 I"" minute.. l\1\l.'il he
Ill )'c:otB. Sc.'f\··lf ({>191 6-1~34

IJ!~

Cooaldc:rtnc abotUonl Call Uktiou.te
7S.S.0700

liuy

nc:·o:r •• lt00-za6.3196.

EXCEU.ENT PROI'lTS -l.o!llfome '1}.1~
"'k"" · Join p<m't:ll IR year l.o!l Manuf:l<.'
turcr, 16 K!IIHiried lc'f( style:. ,uning
$12, 1ll0 f.J<<'h.t~>~Ve temtory. Mr. Bud(
fl00.32t·5647, Old T111oo:r l..oK Hnmt:S

CASH IMMEDIATE$SS • For 'tnMun.>U
lletllements a.nd tlc:fe~ ln.'IUr.ln<:e claim•.

J.G. Wentworth ~2JI-S37'S.

WHEN THE BANK !>AYS ' NO' • C.all u.,,
eon...olid:ue debt. lOOli· & 12'\% hon~.
pun:lu.o;c and reflnant.-e, rumo:d down

cbewho:"" Little or no «equity, loan' for all
credot Midwe.t National M<'ttgage Bane,
Inc. C..all toll free, 1l8!1-548-11308. HUO tic
•721!4().()()()(.)5, HUD Lie. •ll'iO HJ0003.

BIU. PROBI.Il.MS> · ll00·406-0U44 o:xL IOZ7
9 am-9 pm 7 da)'N. Debt mnsoliduion
IOOnv pn'l(l':ln'l> UV'Jilable. Racl ~t.ht t>k.
No ;ll!van<cc fe.:s' Free con.ttltation, NnnPmflt I..()Wer Paymt."'lts. Anx:rll>d~
H0\1EO\l/NERS! • Delli mn..oliclatton!
llom>v.' Sl'i,OOIHIOO,OOO. Too many holl-.?
Homo:
lmpmvemenL'
,o\pply
by
ph"""/ 24-hour appmv3L No .-qully
n:quorc:d. Pl:111num C:lpiul. H00-~23·
536:Yo pen 7 <by• ~.pbunumcupt

cllr~t ;ul<l ~~:~•c! Commm:uli home
unit.• from $199. Low monthly paymm~>o
Fn.-c ,n~or cualo~ C;s1J tntby ~21310.
Pioneer 2'l O..•k Ol:11111et Sl50 Call 7'S3·

69'S6
PRIMF.,TAR! • The only mini t.IW1 you
d.m't ha~e 10 huy, l.uwc:.t ln...un pnl'l:
evt:r, only ~9. Worry-fn.-e tn-hnmc ~..-
•in-, honitcd 11111(: otter. (".:all toll free. I!A8-

1191-9069
SLOT MACIIINE.'i, JUKEHOX's • Gre-at
gofl• fur your home! l>i~<·t from Ve&as.
$3()'5 + up. Fn.'t· ca13l<>j!. !!1!11-142·7561!.

FOR RENT
Hou.o;c; :.' l~m. I hath, <:cnlr.ll h/a,

w/ d , frid~tt'. 'love, c-.11pott, hrk k, tunJ.
w.wxllloon., \V;IIklng di,l.lll(.'e of 01mpu'
O.:flO'•t r.-quin:d 7'S9-9746
Now n:11tJng for "1'""11 'oi.'Tile.>i\o:r Mobole
hume vtlbR\". 7'>3·3W'>O

liELP WANTED

1\Y Cl•~onpinn,hop lldt llut·klt:s. Sun c•r
.odJ ro ynur live:(')) llch liu<klt• Cnllcct!>!'>
Sene.•, lndi,ltlu.olly nutnll<'n:t.l 199t'o &
1991! heh hu.-kle• to m:tt<h . I' & () Huck·
lo: {",,(1, ~J0-(127-119'17
:•i'n'£l f\Uifi)I"'CS SALE ~.000• .•ll{.., ,
Wx6lhl4, Sll, IH'7 , ~ix-:>~xl4, $10,7(~1.
'S0xll~l~l6, Sl-i,6.H , (>()xl00x16, $!6,H63 ,
,\1tni-,,lurJg~ buildlnjls, 'IOxiHO, i6 uno~,,
~17,HIIi. rn...: hrcxhurc.:' ww... 'cnunel
huoklmM.'·' om ~ntind lluolcllll!(,, H00327...(J79C,J ~xcen,tnn :")

Nl'\\' >1TH III!IU>tN<iS • <ln tlom.1 ~nd
,,we. 'l : 12 r••>l f11t<h ~~x30 S33<~l .l~x40
B .900 30><40 s~.JOO 3~x'i0 ~6.7<~. 4\lxl~>
:18.~<)0. <4<;oJl(l ~ 12,000 Other.. Pto •

NO OOW:oJI'AYME\'1? Pmhl..m modi!?
OWn the home you need now, ""'ithou! :1
flig oownpayment Coo\plc:te flll:IIICII\ft If
qualolied l'>cGeorge Home: AUbn<c'l: FJOO.

J4.}2RR-4.

FOR

SALE

Compurer for S:1le!!! MonriOI' ;~ntl modem
indutlc.>U. 32 me~ ol rn.:mory, $~ C:tll
7~3-695<1 ~'k for Todd
NEW YEA.R'S EVE
In <"r>n<:ert, DAVID LEE MtlJU'HY De<.·.
.~I ; TKk<'t.' :S'S9/S49. 1,2 & 3 night pk11
;~v:tilaht.. Concen Schctlule: Dec. 12 Van Dells, SJ7/S13:Jan H)-Ray
S~£Ven.~. $3!l.l$29; Jan H-Odbe.rt
McChmon, $21/$16. Gd! Cenofi,~tt!'>
Av.ulahlc: www illot!Xo:c·u!lveinn.~'Oill,
higo:Oheb.n<:t C31l for FREE t.'On<;o:n &
event -;cho:dule
£x«U~ Inn Paducah

1·800-866-3636
Tel(;!' ln'oti\Jmcnt 11-!ll gr.tphon11 t.':lkubtor "nh I(Uitld>O<>k, HO 762-29')8 leave a
lilt.'"'!(<!

WOLFF TANNI'II<o REDS • T:111 111 hnme.

~\~~~~

~loeacr

Coonlln.uor-lO hl"'/ '1111....-k.
4o hnl./.umrtlt"r, hre:lks Roponolbtlttb
md udc ,.rillnj!, ph<liOfll':lflhln~t fl:lll'!
~l~~g. :mJ tlC]!:It11Zong. Fur olller,..ew
rim.: aU l'ltdllitell .\tul.igerncru Dl '702·

-- \\\_L.........
~,~~ c~~

ORIVER COVF.'IANT TRANWORT •
S 1,000 "~~"'<'" honu.' for E.xp Qm,p:~ny
un•·..r:. ~I-t394, owner <>pt:I"Jton<,
eollll8JI.M7-3729, HucJ Meyer Truck une.
Rd'rij!t·r:ll~ HauhnM, l'.lll toll fr.-.: 877·
21!3-6393 solo drive"' & contr.t<l•>r.
AlTf.NTION! TRlJCK DRIVI!RS • No
c:Xf'll:nt:n<.<' ~c:.JetJ.c. f) I. lnltnong provide<!' F.o~m $6711 a week, no employment
.:unlr.lc!l We ttl..,.,( Kentucky train~-.:s and
t·x~n<c..-d remN or 'lnj(lc.~ now! 1!00616-'10~~.

lliUVI!l!S ANI> TI'AM~ • ~attong p;ty up 10
37• :1 mile. A"iK•1t.oU FrelghtiJnt.'f e<>nvenllon;tb, hnpmwcJ ~pc:....J N..tnce, o:lK'l"lll'nt
moles, lillie h<>me c.·wry 7· 10 W)'l' In mno;t
and mun:' Exp.·rienl'c.'il drivel"' ~':Ill
HC'anttntl F.xpre<:> toll·hl't.• 117-PRO·
OIUVP.. Ownt't Op<·r:~tn"' :!.'k ahnllt AAC :1
mtle. C:oll rnll-fn.-e ~PROI'IT·I'RO F.OE.

.; 11\.'J'

ORIVFR ·Don l ju.>l nlO\c uver, Mtwe up
CJm·W•y Tn•dckctl St-~in~ b mnn: than

DRIVERS - New pay p:lCkage! Team~ c:~rn
up ro +IC a mile, Solos e-.tm up to 32C :1
mile. P~y p:lCk.lge include; ~fery &
longevory bonu.o;e,, 3 momh.• + "'-ilool
nun. E.xpmence ~ drop & Hook, no
lou'h (TeoghL A."II!OCJ t:on~cnlion
lreltthtliner... lncrt...Uhle hendoL' •nd
milo, mib, m.l.,., Celation TA.k konK.
R00-729.Jf7i0

tt~~~
o~e,~~,

Next to
Play It Again Sports

:--------~:3-Ciff------~-:
: any used purchase of $20 or more :
(not valid with any oiher offer)

oos.o; -

Set your OWll

!'REI! TRUCK DRIVER TltAINING - W1lh
no COI1IJ:lall or ('Q)'bi•'b, no prc!NUI'C:.
hono::-( :IOSWI!Il\, ClJJ ruN IQ).NiS.7l!W.
ORIVEll.'i, OTR • No New York Ctty, No
Nl>nhe-..t.'ll or C:tn:kb, no loodJng or
unloadi111( Moo 23 widt 1 yenr OTR COL
9oltth H:lzmat . P:w:hrall TAA;k Line. 800~.

MOHII.Il HOME LOANS - 5')1, clown, n:fl.
nandng/t:q11ity loons Free ~~ellc:r>l kit
L:mtl or horne: loon.• Rc:po :1nd :l&;urruiDle
G~ Tnx l'inancbl, 110().221R00-5S4-8717.
475 ACRE HARRISON COUI'frr', KY •

looo.'L
11204,

~th

OIUV£RS • AVl:ntt Expreo..-;, str:&illht P'•Y.
no j!immki<:;! Stan up to 32C 11 mole, top at
3SC In a,, link: :IS 24 tl'l<)tl!h.,, Tt:mf.c tamily hendlt>. Ht)ftlt: weekly! At!ll-WORK-4US, Equal Opponunory F.mploye:r.

DRIVERS NOW HIRING! Home C\lery
Wt:l!kend. Company clnve..,. SIWt .3 t ~ a
mile! llncluc.k:1\ .03( honus) Fr.-o: ln,ur:Jnl-e. Excellent hcnc:flcs. Owner Oflei'J•
tor.o-81¢ a mile <Includes .Ole honu.,).
P:ud rud taxe. & toll'<. lnsur:1nce< 3\'Jil-·
;ohlt:. El'ES Tl':ln>pon, ~-948-6766.
DRIVER.<;, OTR, \11l.ES, MO'IIEY,
RE.WECI'1 • O'''ner!Oper:uo,., OTR &
RegK>nJI dn~o:rs. rc::~m.....(;cr wlut you
Ue..-rve! Call no"'· for more lnform:niuo!

H00-564-6262

I

! Starting as low as $2.99 !
:

Buy, Sell & Trade

:

I

Exp. 2-1-99

I

L------------------------~

Jr.-

I'.,!Jte. Nice 31!~ +/- "'lUare foot 10 mom
hrtdt home (drr. 111111): 6 h:!m•; ')1,781
tolxl<-..'0 Saturtby, l>ecctnhc:r 1~10:00 !UTI
Locutr<132 mile N. Lexington and only 2.l
mole N/W Cynthiaru. Ch:uic:a Swit%et'·
Rc:-~ltor·Auctl~. hrochul'e" ;,o~:ubhle

6o6-23+2911

Of 8Hfl.23+2399

A1TEN110N veTERANS· Home lo:an.11o
purclc."' <'If rtfinant.l:. IOOW. purctu....
e:<I')O'M. n:fitunc.'O up to $144.000 Phone
CbtToce Philllflll M""'PII" Q>mpany,

931-6114-1029.

,.'nli<ong hours. Gt1 paid wlut you're
,.'Ofth_ If ynu Joke people! and :are ~le:l
oric:niM. uke a loolc :u thb . We nffi:r;
lr:lfnin!l. ~It'>, no rokl oil•. hil(h .:ommi....~. C:lll Bob Taylor, fh:t..?fi-76'16,
MOIKby thru Fri<by for peNliUI ontc·
ORIVERS - Solo & T"'.om,, Rl'Jtf<ntl and
We-o~ Co:t>t run'- E.~renc:nt fKIY unJ henefit, Goc'xl hnn>C llllll:. I ye-.or OTR c:lfp.-tl·
eno:, Cb,.,., A wfH:u.\bl ~.311A-423'S.

Uckln11 River t>oaom fann ("'!!ling

In two lr.l<1.•) for Fr~:zn- D. l.ellwl

www.leisuretou.rs.com
Spnnllli""~k Tr.1vel w:a.• l of 6 >m:.t.ll bu.•i·
ne"'"'' m the US ret')II"IZo:d hy the Courr
ul of llctt<:r Rusin<:'>~ tlu=u.1 tOr out·
-.unJinll cthorn the.- markc:tpiJCd ~pting
hre~k1rJvel.mm 1-!111().67~3116

E.lrly Spring lire:llc Spedabi! &lurrc.•

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
Sor no minors after 9:30 .m.

Flnridal

E:uly Special'<! CanCun & Jam:tlc:~! 7 ni,Kh!Jo
Alr ll HoQ:I fmm $399' lndU<lc::s Frc:..
Food, Drink~. P:trtle,t
d.l'OCTl 1~78-6386

llfl'inl!llf't'aktr.l'~

Early Spc:dal.'l! P..1ruma Oty! Rnom woth
Kltchen $129! lndutlc:s 7 Frt..- P~nll!l<!

Daytona $149' Nc:w Hnl<pi>Hiouth

•1 Splin!l Bn::lk Sf>C!'l'blsl nook liarly·
Receive a l'RI!E Me-JI Ptlnl C.mCun.
)arn:lic.l $399. R:ltwn~aX S459. P:munu Ctty
$99. 1-R00-234-7007 www,c:ntllc:""'um-

menount.com

SPR!NGBREAK Florid:l, Texa,, C:lnCun,
Mexico,
}am~tca,
ere.
flnow.,...·
www.icpL''OCTl ancJ <-...11 Hfl().J27-6013
Bot b01eL~. price. and patttt"S Ref"', Of'J!:I•
niz:ttJons, and pmmott:r- wan!c:d lntc:r·
C:unpus Pmgr-.ull5
LAKEVIEW BARGAIN - S+ :ten" •
S 19.900 wnh hoar dock. 11..-Juufully
wuntk:d, ~>n~.tthtakonR vic:10'S, kx:uro:d Ul
~.,,,,;u~ dt::ar Tt:nnc:s...rt- mc11 nt:un bko:-next 10 111 h<>k j!Oif c.-our-c! P.J\t.'\1 ~<1'1.
utililoc,
t..-.:d. Lov...::c ronancing in
yt::liS. Lll<d'runt :al"> av:ulahlc:.. Call now
80().~3154, ext. 513

DOUAR

VIEW~!

rers, ~-.xnplc:tc: urr.m~t>o, hon~mnun!T:unily ohlm. hfto:Wlukl!l$1 '~
Wc:Ut.lolljl :IIT.lllj!Cmc:nl:< H()()..I!'}J-7274
V;ac:lli(on klll~tln!l. 1100-6,.._~14.

3

x/pond/$29,900. Bll! lunlwnotl Sc:tUnllln
Tenne..o;cc mountltl\1 worh pnv.uo: ~t'l'C:"'
to 47,000 :tc wildlorc 111:10JI(C'Il~nr a=.
lioN: tr.lib and -.uhll:'> Hulkllhl... <ln.-Jt
finan<.inJ!. C:lll now 413-fl')Q-62 I 4 t:><l 263
TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN LOG CARIN - 7
ac, $49,900 New 1<'1( <<lhln woth hl~t
mnunuin voews and privarc .t.:w"' tn
47,000 a~TC wikllofc nl:IO;II(c:nwnt :llt'.t
l!a.'y a''CC:l~ Low t'lrundnR Call nnw 42~·
690-9500, ext 1020
A HEAUllFI.JL CANI>LEUmrr • Oltl-l'ash·
lon~ Wedclin~t Ourcl ovcrl<x>konJ( uwr,
Smoky Mountllo.,, TN. HtlN:·Dmwn t·Jr•
ri~e. Utl>on.,, j:K'UZll. onhu1t.,J minoslt'r.o,
no lt:SOI. He:~nbnd f100...4411.Wl97 IVOW~l.
hnpJ/www. hc:-.irtbndiO!c:d<Jin~tmm

GET MARRIED- Smoky Mnun!:un,, :tre;"
moot hc::tuhful clupd., <rtWont'd mont+

1

MI'RRY CHRI~TMA.'i' • He: m:uTieJ in :t
m:tjlnolko:nl onoun!~lnloJl doa~l ~ur· ,
rnundo...J hy JW""'Jmt: uf lhe Gn:at Smnky
Mo... nuln.• b( Wintrrfe-ot CXCtlc:t11t"'ll, C:tiJ
llOtJ·729-43M,
hnpJ/www.111:1rry<>n·
:mxxonuln ''"" ,

&-:~~h

$129! Coco:l fleo~ch $149! sprtnRhre-.lklr~v·
el.rom 1~711-6386

MIWON

800-838-8203

Dean Hall Dec. 5
Delicious Blues Stew Dec. 12

(mm

tain propente"< and ,.-:uerfrn!ll a.:n:-aji'CI al
h3f'R3tn pn<.l!S. Call now lur Nowmllt't
'fl"CC:lb 42.3-769-9713 e<L 9ll'S

South Padre • CanCun
Jamaica • Key West
Panama City
Group Discounts for
6 or more!
Free Meal Plan (SPI only)

~

O.::patt.~

'4Jlf'ngbn::tklr:l'Vd.rom 1-A00-6~

FREE lAND UST • 0( Tc:nnt::~.'lc:e moun-

Spring Break '99

Serving Mexican Food .
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - ll p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

P;uty CtuL'II:! 6 da)'ll ~27'}. lnd\llb ;\1<1(;1
Me:ll'l! A.,·e.ome 8.-;lch.-s, N•ghlhrcl

""l:i

THAVEL

1316 APJ::L t CAff

3401 Park Ave.
Paducah
444-9122

..

I

COOROINATOR - lnrematlorol sruclcm
org:truz:uion seeks lnd.vicJWll woth sc:ho1>f
and communh:y tot1tnelll to place lncl
supervbe ~:xdl:tngt: .stu<k-n~' In ho.lt t:tml·
he'> Tl':llnong, compen~liol\. Call Gl.!nda
877-CETUSA-7.

HE YOUR OWN

ul.n>m

~

MEET THE WQRIJ) • lntenuU<'IO;II noo•
pmfit ~k• lex :at n:preM"'lL.ttov.:. Wurk
Wtlh f, >l'l"IW' O l lu~ ~1\1\l.."flllo, hOM Jamiii<.-:<, ht!llo Kh<•Jl, Tr.llnlnll f'RI\'idc:d,
c:xpc:n....,; paod, tr~Vt-1 llf>p<'>ttllnlli<.':l il:ot J
paod f'X"IIIIIn ~;all ff Fo<mWII<>O tnr For·
C:oj!n Sutdy, M(l(Hh'>HARF.

just 2 "Trudong CnmflCIIIY'". cwr ,~,.
r'l:<:chl: J)Qid hc:lhh in1ur.1nco: fnf tho.~
'C:ivd< and lhdr family. .. putd holi<la)"'
31ld v.~auon.•. Q>mpany pakl ltfc lnMJfo
aliCe 01nd 401(lcl. Family ndo!r ~m.
~,..,ij!lled new and late model '">nvcnuon•
nls. F~umt horne: lime, cl1m.1 clcpu61t,
t·om~lllJve p:ly. CWf (!n~ers ~vg
$42,1~.2') per )-e:lt l.eiU:i tell you~
ahn01 cwr :td how You on he mnn:
than "Ju.-.t a Ori~. Call 11()()..')55.cwt'S
CWt.)ObOOOO·W:IY.com Con-Way Trudt·
k>ad Services cwr l~ an EO£.

Classified
Rates:
20C per word
for the first
20 words.
15C each
additional
word.
Bold Face Type
$1 per line
Attentiongetters
$1
Minimum
Charge $1

**,.,...,..

Deadline 3 p.m.
Wednesday
Payment is due
in advance.

Cort9ratulations
to the followif!9 for
beif!9 selected as
Summer Orientation
leaders:
Schanda Banister
Ashley Graves
Lindsey Monroe
Barbie Trowbridge

Ne-ws
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TOBACCO
Continued from Page 1
Shea Sykes, a member of
the Murray State University Tobacco and
A.iriculture Leadership
fi:o_.gram said.
. Not o;Jy has it affected
t he Kentucky farmers,
but many consumers and
students as weH.
"I'm worried about
people who will quit buying tobacco products
because they can't afford
it," J eremy Murphy,
freshman from Owensboro, said. "I've worked
on my gra(ldfatber's
farm, who is one of the

top tobacco farmers in
Daviess County, for
many years, and I fear
what it may do to his
farming business."
Murphy is not the only
student who fears for his
family's farm. Kentucky
is the leading state for
the tobacco industry,
Sykes said.
Other students who
use tobacco products are
also upset with the
recent increase.
"I always said the day
I can't afford two packs
of cigarettes for under
five dollars is the day
I'm going to quit, but I
really hate to," Jason

Pumphrey, junior from
Carmi, Ill., said.
Although there is a
scare people may quit
using tobacco, the tobacco stores feel there may
be nothing to worry
about.
Jackie Ferrell, junior
from Paducah who also
at
Discount
works
Tobacco City, said,
"From what I hear, the
increase in price hasn't
made a difference. In
fact, the day after the
prices increased, our
sales actually increased,
but this may have been
because of the holiday
season."
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approved state funding for any of
the fire safety measures, Earwood
Conrinued from Page 1
said he is not discouraged. He plans
to discuss further action with the
tap into a $200 million reserve fund Board of Student Body Presidents
to pay for fire protection .measures during its next meeting this weekend in Lexington. He said he will
throughout Kentucky.
A similar resolution was written propose a plan to write parents of
by Student Government President students urging them to contact the
Todd Earwood last month and governor and legislatures. He said
signed by eight members of the perhaps the parents could make a
Board of Student Body Presidents more compelling argument with
across the state. This resolution concerns for their children's safety.
Earwood said it is for the stua lso condemned the increase in students' benefit that the Board of
dent fees to pay for student safety.
"I am very happy the Faculty Sen- Regents has postponed its vote on
ate is taking a stance on it;" Ear- the housing fee increase. The vote,
wood said. "Together we can make which is normally held at the
it work."
December meeting, has been
Although the governor has not delayed until February.

"It is a g()()d thing for students
that the vote has been postponed,"
Earwood said. "The more we can
s low the process down, the more
likely we are to receive funding."
University
President
Kern
Alexander said the Board will not
set housing fees until the lire marshal examines the residential colleges and an accurate report of
what implementations will be necessary.
"We can't set fees until we see the
costs," Alexander said. "The cost
estimates vary from $3 million to $7
million. For every million it could
cost the students $20 per semester!'
Alexander said those costs would
be in addition to a five percent raise
to cover oth er needs.
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NIKE

ADIDAS

REEBOK-STARTER-UMBRO
Includes:
•Warmups
• Fleece Separates
•Nylon Windwear

Mens -

•UK Apparel
• All Purpose Jackets
•V-Neck Pullovers

Wo~nens

- Childrens

Cardlo-«Jckboxlng Is easy to

team. No complicated choreography.
Cardto-KJ<:kboxlng Is addictive!
lt'a a woritout you look forward 10
•ac:h day without bulky, expensive
equipment.

C.rdto-Klckboxlng woncsl Muaclo

& Fllneas magazine rated CardloKicl<boxrng u the highest caJonebuming woricou1 available today.
Bumlng an amazing 800 calories

per hour.

Call Today!

Ar

793-6111

1413 Olive Blvd.• Murray
Unle.1sh Your Porcnti.11

SPORTING GOODS
uEVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
OPEN Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. • Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sunday 1-5 p.m. through Christmas
1203 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY
753-8844

Tl1e Mu"ay State News makes a great gift
Order your gift s ubscription today!!

Be a part of our award-winning team!
Tile Murray ,State News needs you.
volunteer informational meeting on Dec. to at 5 p.m. in t t 5 wilson Hall.

